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HON.

Congressman

5th Missouri

WM.

District.

P.

,

BORLAND.

Lecturer
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on Contracts

'<,

and Wills.

IN

ApPRECIATION

TH E

THE

OF

THE

STERLI

GENIAL

NG

GREAT

ASILITY

WORTH

KINDNESS

OF

'lIll1illiam lP. :lSorlanb
LAWYER,

OUR

PUBLICIST,

INSTRUCTOR

STATESMAN

AND

OUR

FRIEND

THIS

THE

SIXTH

VOLUME

OF

lIbe 1Pan~er
Is

,
'<,

RESPECTFULLY

DEDICATED

MR.

EDWARD

D.

ELLISON.

Dean and Lecturer on Commercial Paper, Bills and Notes, and
Statutory Rights and Remedies.
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MR.
President

OLIVER

and Lecturer on Private

H.

DEAN.

Corporations
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and Constitutional

Law.

MR.

JAMES

S.

BOTSFORD.

Lecturer on Equity Jurisprudence.
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MR.

SANFORD

B.

LADD.

Lecturer on Real Property.
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MR.

WILLIAM

S.

COWHERD.

Lecturer on Legal Ethics and Missouri Practice.
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JVIR.
Treasurer

Kansas

ELMER

N.

POWELL.

City School of Law, Lecturer
and Partnership.
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on Domestic

Relations

MR.

A. L.

COOPER.

Lecturer on Common Law Pleading.

-10-

JUDGE JOHN

G.

Lecturer on Code Pleading
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PARK.

and Practice.

MR. M. A.

FYKE.

Lecturer on Insurance.
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J UDG" ROBT. B. MIDDLEBROOK.
Ex-Judge, 16th Judicial District. Lecturer on Kent's Commentaries.
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MR.

WILLARD

P.

Lecturer on Extraordinary
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HALL.

Remedies.

MR.

R. ,J.

INGRAHAM.

Lecturer on the Law of Municipal Corporations.
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"

MR.
Lecturer

THOMAS

on Bankruptcy

H.

REYNOLDS.

and Fraudulent

-16-

Conveyances.

MR. BEN E.
Lecturer on Blackstone's

Commentaries

TODD.

and Sales, Bailments and Carriers.

--17-

MR.

JOHN

Lecturer

1.

WILLIAMSON.

on Agency.
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JUDGE THOMAS

H.

SEEHORN.

Lecturer on Evidence.

-19-

MR,

JOHN

B. Psw.

Lecturer on Torts.

-20-

MR. JAY M. LEE.
Lecturer on Criminal Law and Procedure.
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MR.

JOHN

B.

GAGE.

Instructor.
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The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated m 1895, under
the laws of the State of Missouri, and the original incorporators were:
J UDGL FRANCIS

1\1. BLACK,

]VIR. OLIVER
JUDGE

JUDGE

EDWARD

R.

1\'IR.
]VIR.

H.

J.

H.

H.

STIl.ES,

HARKLESS,

W.

JOHN

SNYDER,

NIR.

EDWARD

D.

MR.

ELMER

N.

HON.

SCARRITT,

INGRAHAM,

JAMES

MR.

DEAN,

L.

EDWARD

P.

WM.

ELLISON,
POWELL,

BORLAND.

The present officers of the corporation are as follows:
H.
President.

HON.

OLIVER

HON.

SAKFORD

B.

DEAN,

LADD.

Vice-President.
HON.

R. J. INGRAHAM,
Vice-President.

w.

HON.

P.

BORLAND,

Vice-President.
MR.

EDWARD

D.

ELLISOK,

Dean.
MR.

N. POWELL,
and Treasnrer.

ELMER

Secretary
MR.

BEN

E.

Registrar.
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TODD,

lfacult~
HON.

President

and Lecturer

OLIVER

H.

MR.

B.

SANFORD

Lecturer

and Constitutional

LADD,

on Real Properly.

HON . JAMES

S.

130T~l'ORD,

Lecturer on Eqnity
Lecturer

DEAN,

on the Law of Corporations
Lmo.

Jurisprudence.

HON. R. J. INGRAHAM,
on the Law of M~unicipal Corporations
HoC".

Lecturer

P.

VVI1.I,ARD

and etaxalion.

HALL,

on Extraordinary

Remedies.

G. PARK,
on Code Pleading and Practice.
HON . .JOHK

Lecturer

A. L.
on Co nunon Law
MR.

Lecturer

MR.

Lecturer
JUDeE

COOPER,

M. A.

and Eqllily

Pleading.

}'YKE,

on Insurance.

Tuos.

H.

SEEHORN,

Lect nrer on Evidence.
:\IR. VVILLIAM P. BORJ.AC"D,
Lecturer on Contracts and /l'ills.
MR.

Dean and Lecturer

EDWARD

D.

ELLISON,

on Co mmercial Paper, F:ills and NOles, and Slatutory
Rights and Remedies.
HON.

ROBT.

Lecturer

B.

on Kent's

:\JIDDLEBROOK,

Commentaries.

:\fIR. JOHN B. PEW,
Lecturer on et oris.
Lecturer

WM. S. COWHERD,
on Legal Etldcs and Missouri
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Prac uce.

Lecturer

'\1R. El.M
on Domestic

Lecturer

N. POWELL,
Relations and Partnership,

ER

NIR. JAY M. LEE,
on Criminal Law and Procedure.

~IR.

1.

JOH~r

Lecturer
i\1R.

on Agency.
H. ]{EYKOLDS,
and Frau dulent Conveyances.

THOMAS

Lecturer on Bankr»

p/tl'

and Lecturer

E.

BEN

MR.

Reqistrar

\tVrLLtAMSON,

TODD,

on Sales, Railmen/s
MR.

B.

JOHN

I nstruc

(!77d Common

Carriers.

GAGE,

L Or.

Special '-Lecturers
HaN.

C. O.

TICHENOR,

Co IZS titutions.

HaN.
Lecturer

F.

JOHN

PHILIPS,

United State, District Judge.
on Jurisprudence and Practice of the Federal
JUDGE

L.

EDWARD

Constitutional

R. E. BALL,

HaN.
Equity
JUDGE

Pleading.

SHEPARD

BARCLAY,

Trade Marks and Unfair
JUDGE

W. C.

JlI[ unicipal
JUDGE

J.

Maqna

HaN.

SCARRITT,

Law.

Competition.

i\1ARSHALL,

'I'axation.
B.

GANTT,

Charta.

V. C. KARNES,
Bankru ptcy,
J.
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Courts.

'lrrtbute
Hon. Francis

To

M. Black.

be a member of the highest court of the

State is a great

honor,

but to be such an

able Judge, to write such opinions that they are
pointed out as the best expressions
of the law
long after the life of the writer

ends, is indeed

enduring fame.
To be held in grateful, loving memory by
hosts of friends,

to be revered

in the memory

of the students of a great insti;ution of learning
these would add lustre to the name of any man
All these have clustered
about the name ofJudge

Black, and no man was ever more worthy

of them.
"To live in the hearts we leave behind is
not to die."

HaN.

Former

Judge

of 'dissouri

FRANCIS

'd.

BLACK.

Supreme Court.
First
City School of Law.
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President

of Kansas

In Memory

of

Jobn UUltnston $n\,!~er
Died April

15th,

1910.

A year has passed into history
fell upon him.
plete

with progress

but through
a feeling

its months

the subtle

humor,

instructor,

He rests

has run a thread
loss.

We have

of sadness,
missed

of the keen mind, the unerring

who

was

in the

the friendly,

land

in the courts,

the

analysis,

smiling face of him,

counselor,

and

friend.

of his nativity,

mighty Middle West his influence
and strengthens

and re-

in the school he loved so much,

of irreparable

scintillations

since the final sleep

A year aglow with promise

but in the

in the law spreads

as those he called "my boys" stand
or in legislative

halls

contending for

justice

as full and Free as they learned

should

be.

This is, indeed,

an enduring

from him it
monument

to him we hold in tender-est memory.
E. M.

..

JOHN

Late Lecturer

and Secretary

W.

SNYDER.

of Kansas
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City School of Laic.

D

Senior (tlass ~fficers

FIRST

E.

R.WMOND

L.

WALTER
NOVA
JOHN

J.

W.

TERM.

President.

.\1CGINNIS,

Vice-President.

'VOLF,
JOHNSON,

Secretary.

FRANCISCUS,

PANDEX

REPRESENTATIVES.

EDWARD

i\1YERS,

R.

HARRY
GUY
JOSEPH

Treasurer.

C.
M.

CORNEJ.IUS

FREEMAN,
COOLEY,
GOLDBLATT,

MURPHY,

-31-

JR.

E. l\!fcGINNISS
President.

RAYMOND

)JaVA

\VALTEIl

J

].

JOHN

JOHNSON,

vV.

FIlANCISCUS,

Treasurer.

Secretary.

~-32-

L

L. VVOLF,

Vice-President.

EDw J\ RD 11 YEH5.
President

of Freslnna n Class} 1910.

Editor-in-Chie!

P.\NDEX.

Fooled Bar Examiners in December.
Is
favorable
to the admission
of 1\ ew
Mexico.

GEORGE

FREDERIC

Specializes

SA;V] UEL

PATTON.

in society and insurance.

VI .. FRAZIER.

President l nnior Year.
Builder of theses, and houses.
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E. l\IICGINNISS,

lli\YMOND

<pA~.

President of Senior Class,
Winner of First Prizes in ] unior and
Freshman and Senior years.
Poses as a fortune teller. Possesses the
genius to master.

]OI-II\'

VVESLEY PATTERSON.

Expounder

SAMUEL

of the Constitution.

FREDERIC Sl\ITTH.

Constant inhabitant
Life library.
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of the New

York

VVILLlA::\l

C.

RICKEL.

Treasurer af Freshnion Class, 1910.
Advocate of legal ethics, jury cntrancer.

138NJAMIN

WEINTROUB.

Sergeant-at-ArJlls
Senior Year.
Within him burns the holy flame
liberty.

CLA Y

C.

of

ROGERS.

An orator trained
of "justinian."
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and ready, also author

H. SHUMWAY.
Vice-President
Fresttnuni Class, 1910.
Reporter Senior Class.
He of the smiling face and the heavy
hanel-clasp.

"\t\!ALLACE

RICHARD

JOSEPH

SE.XTON,

Took his course
by experience.

CORNELIUS

MURPHY,

Cbairnian

4>A6..

of Domestic

Relations

JR.

of Banquet

Conunittee.

Vice-President Iunior Yem'.
B nsiness NI anaqer of PANDEX.
Politician of a pronounced Democratic
type.
His tongue was touched by that famous
stone in the land of his ancestors.
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•

E. SIIEPP.\RD, lflAa,
He says little, works hard, and is already
011 the way to the Bench.

I-IE.\lRY

]OSEPII

1\1. GOLDBLATT.
Like David of old, a sweet singer.

EI.DIH:D

LLOYD

EATON.

"The glory of a firm, capacious mind."

-37-

LESLIE

REED.

Sage of Rosedale.

Nov.v

JEWELL

JOlINSOK.

Secretary Senior Class.
Winner of Second Lunior Prize.
A quiet man with a determined manner,
and the knowledge to back it.

JOHN

1\11 ARCUS 11ARLOWE.

He is sure of it.
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He knows he knows it.

R1CH.\RD

MICHAEL

NOON.\N,

JR.,

6.@lJ>.

Frcstimon P.\NDEX Representative.
Freshnmn J intior Debater.
He is the Class Diplomat.

GUY CHAPPEL

COOLEY.

Secretory

Frestnnan Year.
Reprcscntntiue
l nnior Year.
Local Editor PANDEX.
"He thought as " sage, though he felt
as a man."
PANDEX

JOHN

\iVILLIAl\f

PIUNCISCUS,

1lA6..

Tecsurer Class of 1911.
Expecting to specialize in corporations.
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E.\RL].

GOLDJ\L\NJ

"The Law:
honor it."

BAYAlW

C.

6.0<)).

it has honored

RICI!!\RDSO:-l,

us: may we

<PA6..

A famous whittier, also has a good batting average at the quiz.

IRA

BURTON

BURNS,

<))A6..

A student who goes deep into the whyness of the subject.
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ARTHUR

\iVILU.\M,

EDWARDS"

I'A voice that in the distance
wakens the slumbering ages."

W.ILTEI'

L.

far away

WOLF.

Secretary of l uni or Class.
iicc-President
of Senior Class.
Versed ill law and finance.

JESSE LI':E HIUGHT\\'ELL,
J lc knows
the value of good, hard work
at the books.

-41-

E. Tu oxr.vs.

EDW,\RD

Already

Jt\~'I'lES

1H1::'y

CONGER

:\ I arriage

C.
Partial
books.

VVILBUR

---42-

in commercial

law.

L.\?\G.

improves

a man.

DCST.

to legal history,

but fond of all

,I all

HAHRY

R.

FREEMAN.

Member Freshman Debating Tea III.
Member Frestnnon. P.\NDEX Statt ,
Literary Editor P.\NDEX.
A man who can Janel all applicant for life
insurance is dead sure to have plenty of
clients.

Wu.r.r.or

CHARLES

Speaker
Linguist

C.\lWICK.

Senior Class.
and traveler.

1\10RRIS LEVENTHAL.

Sometimes

-48-

stalls. but seldom stalled.

C. R. LESLJ c.

Reactionary
the quizzer

T lOH.\cE 1\1.

quiazer. that is, he quizzes
when quizzed.

MYERS.

Treasurer l unior Class.
lIe sure had a touching way when he was
treasurer.

JULIEN

lJ.

H.\!{VEY,

P.\l'\JDEX

(T)A~.

Ro prcscntatu-c

l wnior Year.

Serqcant-ot-Aruis
Senior Year.
A suave and genial student of men and
books.

-44-

ELON

JOSEI'll

LEVIS, .6.®<P.

• A quiet gentleman

Jon

~F1C\l\ClS

TllICE,

of quiet nuen.

.6.0(1).

Spcatrer Senior Class.
Citizen of Independence
ber last, a lawyer.
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j.

since Decem-

Sentor ~lass lRoll
BEST.

1\lARLowE,

C ..
City. Mo.

W.lLBUR

kansas
BIOGHTWELL,

La

),10.

IRA

BURTON,

BURNS.

Minneapolis,
CAHRICK,

COOLEY,

GUY

EOWA1UlS.

FRANCISCUf'.,

FI(AZII;:I~,

Kansas
FREEM AN.

WILLlAi\I,

REED.

"R.

City.

]\1'10.

GOLDMAN,

EARL

HAR\'EY,

NO\'l\

JAMES

Kansas
LEVENTHAL,

Kansas
ELaN

Kansas

Sxt

JEWELL,

HILTON,

City, Mo.
E.,

HENRY

lTH.

S"

i'IJ VEL

Kansas

"Mo.

SEXTON,

CONC.ER,

FREDEI{ICK,

City,

1\10.
JOSEPH,

RICHARD

Kansas

City. Kas.

City,

1\10.

TI-nCE, JOHN FRANCIS,

:VIORRIS,

Independence,

City. Mo.

THOJ\lAS,

JOSEPH.

\VEINTRQUB,

Kansas
\iVaLF,

EARL,

-46-

BENJA~IIN}

City,

VVALTER

Kansas

City, 1\110.

Mo.

E.,
City, 1'1'10.

EDWARD

Kansas

City, Mo.

RAYIIIOND

\,yALLACE

Rich H ill. Mo.

C. R..
Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas

C.
l\Jo.

SHEPPARD,

LESLIE,

MCGINNISS.

CHAHLES,

City, Kas.

CLAY

Kansas

City, 1\'10.

Chillicothe.

C,
City, 1\10.

\VILLI.-\H

SHU.\tWAY.

E ..

JULIEI\'

JOl-INSON.

J..

Kas.
BAYARD

Liberty,

City, 1\10.

Kansas

LEsLrE,

Republic
ROGERS.

FREDE.RIC,

City, 1\.10.

Kansas
RICKEL,

\'VESLEY,

GEORGE:

HrC1L\RnSON.

M.
City. ]\110.

Kansas

JR.,

City, Mo.

Rosedale,

JOSEPH

Kansas

1\J ..

JOHN

Kamas

WILSON,

HARRY

COLOllL,\TT,

LEVJS,

PATTON.

1·,110.

City,

Kansas

LANG,

\IVILLIAM,

City, Mo.

SAlIl VEL

N. ::\1.

RrCHARD

Kansas

:\10.
JOH:-<

Kansas

::\JrcHAEL.

City, 1\10.

PATTEr~SON,

Kas.

ARTHUR

Chillicothe,

JR.,

1\Jo.

Moberly, i\10.

LLOYD,

City.

HOR.\CE

NOONAN,

CHAPPEL,

ELI1RED

City,

1\.1 vees. EDW.\RD.
Albuquerque.

CHARLES,

City, 1"-10.

Kansas

CORNELIUS,

Kansas

City, 1\10.

Kansas
EATON,

l\[VERS,

lVIARCUS,

City, l'do.

Kansas

Kas.

\VJLLlt\;'.!

Kansas

1JURPHY,

LEE,

JESSE

Belle,

JOHN

Kansas

1\'10.

LOUIS,

City,

Mo.

ro;=:;

1,', ..

Junior (tlass ~mcers
First Half
JAl\IES B. KELSEY, President.
JOHN G. I-IUTTON.
Vice-President,
DICK
'vV. :\IIARTIN,
Secretor».
BERTRAND BAILEY. Treasurer.

Second Half
\V1LLlA1\/
T .. ALFORD. President.
OSC\J{ \V. TH01\IAS, t'Lce-Presidcnt,
\V~\LTER
COGGESHALL,
Secretary.
BEN]Al\lIN
E. BUSH, Treasurer.

lI:lanoex lRepreeenta ti\lee
RUTH
E. PATTO)f.
WILLlA~r
1'. LAW.
CARL W. TTA}..'ER

-48-

J.\!lIES

\\'lI.LJA~l

RUTH

[3.

T,

F.

KELSEY.

JOHN

ALFORD.

PATTON.

OSCAR

C.\l/L

w.

[-{.\NER.

-49-

G.

HUTTON.

\V.

TI1O.\IAS.

\VILLIA,\1

I.

LAW.

ALEC

SP.\UL.

Hello Bill. Spends his odd ti-ne at the
Elks' Club. A good chap and is happiest when a social hour may be passed
with Alford and other lawyers.
He
knows not the definition of all "Inn."

JXMES

IJ.

KELSEY~ tJ)A.6..

Our class orator, class president. school
teacher and general utility speaker all all
occasions.
I-Ie is the County Superintendent
of Leavenworth
County and
passed the Kansas Bar examination
at
the end of his Freshman year. Expects
to graduate in 1912. To know him is to
like him.
His hobby is a good handshake.

I-I.\SKELL

1\10SES.

Was he cut out for a doctor or a lawyer?
Some fellows would make good at both.
Haskell's most pleasure is Swope Park
all sunny days. He made a good secretary for the class in his Freshman year.

T. L.\\V.
As his speech proclaims.
The Old Dominion.

\"IILLT.\l\I

-50-

he is a

5811

of

J<1{.\NK\rV.
H.\AS.
He has a record for keeping plugging
the books. Good work. frank.

D.

ERNEST

GERYE.

Little Brother

CARL

S.

at

to W. A. Cerve.

DAV1S.

Been putting 111 a good deal of time in
Vl estport evenings.
Must have a good
case.

\Y. \11/. -\~i\PIER.
"Hark! from the tomb a doleful sound.
'Tis the voice of the sluggard, I heard
him complain,
'You have waked me too soon, J must
slumber again.' "

-51-

JOHN

EDWARD

BUTCllEH.

The class cut-up.

J.\J'dES

n.

XOl ..JHSF:.

l Ie hails from Kentucky.
What more
need be said ? Occupies a seat in the
front row and always has his lessons.

DENJ.\TlI1K

E.

DLTSIIJ

1>A6..

.', happy boy and just loves Spearmint
gum. Pleased with a rattle, tickled with
gum.

\1.\x I ~LOCK.
He has a fondness for a light complexion
and Friday nights.

-52-

DICK

'vV.1\L\HTIN.

The champion tennis player of the class.
Dick knows the value of a minute and always makes the most of it. Our present
secretary.

JOIIN

PERRY COllIBS.

The class story teller.

O.

»:

TEOM .\5, eJ?A6..

His ways are quite settled. Has one case
decided against him but this does not
deter him now: his wounds have healed
by the kindly hand of time. O. W. has
qualities in his make-up that \1'111. Vicepresident of the class.

AnT

J I

UR

A.

HEES .

.. Into courts
cautiously."

-53-

of Law and courtings,

go

C.\RL

\VILLL\M

IJ.\!\'E]{.

An unsuccessful

H.\RRV

dance promoter.

1-JORD.

Harry had this picture taken because his
"best" girl asked him. Notice the hand
on the chin: certainly, that was one of
her suggestions.
His obedience and docility in this instance bid fair for a long
life of happiness
and. domestic
tranquillity.
His greatest delight is beating
"Strick" at pool.

CL.\Y

D.

SI[A~lB.-\UGH.

For some reason or another, has changed
his coiffure from "a la pompadour"
to
"parting in the middle."
At one time
was an enthusiastic member of the Au
Fait Club.
His hobby is trying to keep
Ashton quiet.

\VAL TEl{ CCGGESH .\LL.

Just loves the nights
surance.

-54-

that

we have In-

II, L.

j.·\COBS,

He sleeps; some say he snores, but not
so when Ben Todd enunciates loudly, 111
quizzing.

j.

W,

JONES, .pAt>,

Although a High School teacher, he still
retains that buoyancy of spirit which he
had at College,
An athletic director,
and necessarily a hard worker in all his
work.

W.\LTER

A.

GERYE,

Big Brother

10, R.

to E. D. Gerye.

jOHN'ON,

Lots of ginger
his hair.

-55-

in this lad; crops cut

1Il

AUGUST.-\

CL.\II{E

HUi\1nHOCK

.

.\0 jury could withstand her arguments.
She'll be a supreme judge when the suffragettes win.

J. YV.

JONES.

Studious
qUI 7-.

FI;:ED

L.

and still. but makes goocl at the

ZII\OJElnl.\i\',

An esteemed member of the l<.:.C. A. C.
Quite a regular attendant at their club
smokers, as Todd's class book indicates.
However, "Zim has the faculty of making good just the same. J Ie will succeed.
"Zim' j", a graduate of old Heidelberg.

EUW.\.RD

D.

FrrzGIJ}BOx.

"Arises with the larks, but avoids larks
in the evening,"
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G.

JOHN"

HUTTON.

Winner of first prize in Freshman
Trying
to destroy the maxim.
man cannot learn all the law."

J.\"'fE~ !\loul'\T

class.
HOne

.REED.

Has life membership in the Dar Library
by adverse possession.
He is a real word
geyser.

lOSEI'll

II.

ASHTON)

He parts
Wanted :

SLOANE

1>A6..

his hair on the side, Why?
A new hair restorer.

TURGeON.

Sloane is hard to please in some matters,
particularly
so with the selection of his
girl friends.
He is young yet, and will
learn better as time goes all.
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K.

GEORGE

CULP.

'''le cal1 him

T.

\tVILLIAM

"Slim."

ALVORD.

IIe knows his subject and words always
follow.
Sincere and modest. knowing
all things.

FRAKK

»:

\iV ARREN

J

<l>A.6..

Is progressing rapidly and even now has
his name on a letterhead.
Studious, diligent, harel-worker
but has a habit of
wearing a lonesome look : don't think,
though. he is in love. His hobby is luncheons at the K. C. A. C.

JOlIN

S.

tL\RLEY.

Yes, he likes the school. but really prefers joy-riding.
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S"I.\NLEY

\11,7.HOWE.

"Say Judge."
stunner.

\,VILLlA::\I

JAMES

Then

he propounds

a

COULSON.

A beam of sunshine.

\VJ\I. C.

SKIKNER.

He now works for "Uncle Sam."
I-Ie
hopes, however, some day to be employed
in the legal department.
H is hobby is
asking hypothetical questions.

ERNEST

LYFOHD CH.\NE.

A methodical thinker.
naps at Bar Library.
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Takes

afternoon

B.

RUDOLPH

BOYLE,

1>A6..

A veritable whirlwind, especially
lady visitors are present.

~V[ISS RUTH

when

PATTO:--J.

The pride of the class.
The boys
wouldn't know what to do without her
and her churn, Augusta Hurnbrock.
She
has a delightful way of wearing her hair
which is of great satisfaction to the boys
in "Flunkers
Corner."
Member of the
Pandex Committee and an energetic participant in class meetings.

JOHN

STEPHE)I

BATl::S.

Authority on the subject of Agencywill probably teach.

CHARLES

V.

GARNETT.

A master of technicalities and words.
"Well, \IVeIL Well l "It seems to me."
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I I

Junior ~lass lRoll
ASHTON,

H.,
1\ ro.

JOSEPH

Kansas City,
ALFORD,

HOWARD,

TUTTLE,

\lVlT.L1AM

Dodson. 1\10.
BLOCK, l\L\x,
Kansas City, Mo.
BOYLE,

RUDOLPH

JONES,

BENJA"tIllN

BAILEY,

EUBANK,

1\10.

ALOYSIUS

LAW,

EOWARD,

\VILLlAi\I

MARLOWE.,
lVIILLlW,

EUWARD,

Kansas
Huntsville,
CRAIN}

Trenton,
CULP,

Mo.

Kansas
Pittsburg,

PARKINS,
SENNER,

CAI~L

Kansas
HEES,

SPAVL,

SIFFERD,

.......
IIuMBRocK,

Miss

WAGNER,

HUTTON.

JOHN

Kansas

OWEN,

SLOANE

BERNARD,

City, Mo.

ALFRED

H EWITI,

City, Mo.

FRANK

GEORGE,

Kansas

City, Mo.
\~1HlTE.
EUGENE
C,
Kansas Citv, Mo.

'

AUGUSTA,

WORN

City, Mo.

Kansas

SOLAN,

1\10.
City, Kas.

Kansas
'vV.t\RREN.

EDO:r.C

\V!\LTER

Kansas

\"'ASHBURN

1\'10.

CALVIN

TURGEOc-l.

A ..

city,

EARL

Kansas

City, Kas.

\VJLLIAM,

City. Kas.

Parkville,
THOMAS.,

n.

City, Mo.

Kansas

Kas.

STANLEY

i'<tl1sas.

ALEXANDEI~

STRlCI,LAND,

JOSEPH,

Abilene, Kas.
HORD.
1~1ARRY WALLER,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOWF

CLAY

City. Mo.

Kansas

ALLEN,

CllOi\1PTON,

City, Ka5.

Kansas

VVILLJA),[,

ARTHUR

HAYES,

'vVILLJAM

SHAMBAUGH.

\"'ILLJAM,

Argentine,
HANER,

City, Mo.

Kansas

City, Mo.

FRANK

E..
City, Mo.

'0.TILLIAM

SKJNNER,
j

Kas.

Kansas
HAAS,

Ky.

RUTH

Kal1sas Citv. Mo.

D.,

VACTOR

\NJLLIAM

BARTRIN,

'vVALTER,

Kansas

Kas.

Pittsburg,
GLYNN,

MISS

Kansas

DUDLEY,

'0.1 A LTER

GERYE,

JAMES

PATTON,

City, Mo.

EAlmEST

\,VILLIAM,

Mo.

Hopkinsville,

Kansas City, Ka5.

GERYE.

\~TALTER

NOURSE.

CHARLES

\'V.,

Kas.

Hamilton,

Kansas City. Mo.
Coxms. JOHN P.,
Emporia, Kas.
DAVIS,
CAllI. S.,
Kansas
City. 1\110.

GAI~NETT.

DICK

NAPIER,

LYFORD,

EDWARD

HASKELL,

City, Kas.

Eureka.

GEORGE KELSOH.

FlTZGIIHlON,

JABEZ

MAlniN,

:LvJo.

EARNEST

STUART,

City, Mo.

Kansas

JAMES,

\'VARREN,

JOHN

MOSES,

City, foila.

VVILLJ'Al\!

MARCUS,

City, :\110.

Kansas

COGGESHALL, WALTER,
COULSON,

1\!fAX

MOFFATT.

City, Mo.

N

City, rVlo.

Kansas

AUGUSTUS,

GEORGE

Kansas

THOMAS,

JOK

Kansas

1\110.

Eldon, Mo.
CAl\,1 PBELL,

TV[AI{ION,

City, 1\110,

~ orfolk. Va.

STEPHEN,

BUTCHER, JOHN

BENTON,

JOHN

Kansas

Kansas City, }do.
Brookline,

:i\llo.

JAME.S

LANGSDALE,

Kansas City, Mo.

BATES, JOHN

LUNSFORD,

Leavenworth, Kas.
KENNEDY,
Lvr.e HENRY,
Kansas City, Mo,

BERTRAND,

BOURK,

JAMES

KELSEY,

BOARDlIIAN,

Mt. Washington,

SHOUN,

Kirksville,

Kansas City, 1\10.
BUSH,

HARRY

California, Mo.
JONES. J, W ..
Kansas City, Kas,

ALL.

KEARNEY,

Kansas

GILJ\lORE.

ZTJ\lME.R1',rAN.

City, 1\10.

Kansas
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City, Mo,
FREDERICK

City, Mo.

LOUIS,

�;~ ~~}JJ"JJ';'\j\J
JJ:j

jfreabman
RALPH

President
CLA YTON

Secretary
Vice-President
eHAS.

(tlaaa Glfficera

D. PERRY,
First Term.,

DENZ1L

Treasurer

B. PIERCE,
First Term.
Second Tenn.

J.

Pondex

\,VILLJAl\I

P.

BALTlS,

Representatives.

PETER H.

BELL,

FRED

President Second Tenn.
Vice-President First Term.
Treasurer

F.

Second Tenn.

E.

O. REIJJCK

FRANKE.

BREISCH.

O'BRYAN.

HERTER.

First Term.

RJCHAIW E. CLINE,

Secretary Second Term.

(Owing to a mistake madby engra ver-s the pictures of
Freshman Class Officers wen:
not engraved.)
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DE\Yrrf.

:\l.\HG.\HET

She is a jolly good fellow.

\IVlLLL\l\[

F.

Always

Jon:"

M.

BOV\'EH.
Oil

time.

W.\I.I.EI<.

About as fast as the IV1issouri Pacific.

CARL

E.

BEKSON.

"Texas for mine."

I"RED

E.

BREISCH,

Sure a winner
I

.

I'
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.10<I>,

Moot.

with the ladies.

j.\:'d

ES

L.

RYAN.

The comforter

F.

].\i\IES

of the class.

O'13Rl.\N.

The man that put the salt

NED

F.

111

the sea.

STEELE.

Well re(a)c1.

DENZIL

F.

B.\LTlS,

Aloof.

l.le thinks a good
much, indeed.

ARTHUR

deal and

says very

DAVJS.

Busy at his work and busy at the books.
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DWIGHT

BE.\LS.

He says little and thinks much.

1\1.

EM ERSON

BEN N.

"Vas not named after the Registrar.

BERNARD

L.

GLOVEI~.

"The gentleman

with the new necktie."

GEORGE HOWE.

Settled in his ways.

CHARLES

H.

\iVocmWORTH,

<JlAL\..

Yes!
He will be a full grown Junior
next year.
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ST.\:,\1 LEY

ROUTT.

LIe is getting city broke.

ALBI·:rn

G.

'\[OJ~J N.

He is strong for the teacher.

D.

1.~.\LJ)!1

PEJ~I~Y)...10(P, Jloot.

A second

C\HL

L.

R.

Henry.

R,\ND.\LL.

\Vears

O.

Patrick

"the smile that won't come off."

O'BRYAN.

He is the class noisemaker.
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1L

\'V.\LTER

KNOOP,

Has prescriptive
library table.

FRED

D.

rights in a corner of the

CR,\Y.

Just a Freshn~an,

FRANK

H,

FARIS,

Conkling the second.

LEWIS

vV.

BIGLEY.

Formerly a farmer.
the bench.

]atIN

M.

HILL.

Wm. R. Nelson's
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now on the way to

only representative.

ELJlLI::R

E.

~1.\RT1N.

A rna rti 11 is a sw i ft bi rd.

F'IU:\'KI·: . .6.0e1>, 11100!.

PETI'~ H.

He uses his skillful

pencil for the

DE.'\.,

GEORGE

1(.

FnZSli\L\ION.

l l e sleeps while we work.

H. H.

LYNCH,

Moot.

He is glad he came .

•\wrnliR

J.

l\IELLOTT.

i1/00t.

A pupil of Caruso's.

J).\N-

C1JlUSTOPIIEH

G.

ilI.\IER.

Full of faith in his future.

NATHAN

SAPER.

The Scotch Philanthropist.

•
Mow.". A.

WJDEKER.

"Well, a-a, yes, to a certain extent and
no from there on."

THOMAS

J.

B.A~CROFT,

Moot.

The white man's hope.

JAMES

W.

BROADDUS,

ol'At>.

Already in the Court of Appeals.
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C.

HOMER

KING.

Much interested
stone.

FR.\NK

W.

in the Kings in Black-

OPIE.

Maker of pictures.

JOHN

E.

SMART.

Lives up to his name.

GILDERT

L.

KERLIN.

A legal reporter.

CLARENCE

W.

CHLUSTENSEN.

He is busier than a pair of red ants.
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DELOS W. PYPES.

He thinks a lawyer ought to be a talker.

J.

CrL-\RLES

DELL, <PA6..

Most too dignified for a Freshman.

J.

JOll:"J

CA~:-JON.

)Jot "Uncle Joe."

GeoRGE

W.

MEYCJ<.

Remembers

CLAYTON

Long
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B.

A(iJ<I>. Moot.

those high school jokes.

PIERCE, A01Jl,

on history

J.11oot.

and philosophy.

C.

]AUES

HAHLlNE.

Author of "The Mystery of the Grocery
Store, or Who Put Sand ill the Sugar."

E.

R.\LPTI

GIUFFITII.

ll e is very. very solemn.

T.

ALL.\!\

FINj"ELL.

Goes some in the qtnz.

RICH.\l\!)

E.

CLl!'\E,

~Tot a musician.

C. II.

fl81>, llIOOt.

but there with the notes.

CODD'''C.

"It was so held in Kansas."
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TJIOi\L\S

l

LE.\VJS.

Hopes to be a real, live lawyer.

\\T. KlNG.
Big and genial and very much

TnOMAS

11l

earnest.

".\L. l\CI\:SON, Moot.
Xot scared, it is just the way he combs
his hair.

l\IER!~ILL

GEURGE

\I\".

HEIti\L\N,

~ot the
Freshman

'vV!U

(pAa.

magician,
tricks.

but

up

1.\1\1 P. IlERTI::R, 11100t.
He can understand
Domestic
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to

all

the

Relations.

FRANK

BLErSTINE.

One of our Frenchmen.

G.

ELLIOTT

N.\THi\N}

~A6.,

Moot.

\IVe are for him for anything.

RUSSELL

C.

S~1JTII.

Interested

•1\ YJ~l{S l l.

vV.

of Jawn

Kling .

.IJLOCHER.

In business

J.\i\'1 ES

in the career

for himself.

BRO.\DDUS.

Yes. This face appears twice.
Seems
natura] for that name to be plentiful in
the PANDEX.
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jfresman
ALE-"ANDEI~, COLIN

Kansas

Kansas

City,

KallSas

City,

Sedan.

FREY.

Hale, Mo.
Kansas
BEI.L,

GLO\·El<.

1\1£LLVIL1.£,

St. Joseph, Mo.
BENSON,

CARL

Kansas

LEWIS

BIGLEY,

Pleasant
BLElSTEIN,

BOIVER,

1\10.

GRIFFITH,

HARLAN.

FRANCJS,

La Grange,
13Rl~ISCH,

City, 1\10.
HALLETT.
Roy DELREKT.
Olathe,
Kas.

7\1.0.

City,

WILLJA.v[

ROL\,IX,

Ottawa.

1\10.

,FRED EVAKS,

Kansas

Kas.

lTARLlNE.

JA~lES

Kansas

City.

CHRISTClPIIER,

City,

1\10.
BHO.\l1IlUS, JArVIES W.,
Chillicothe,
1\Jo.

HA\\'JdNSON,

C.\NNON,

1-lAYi\IAN.HAR1~Y

JOHN

Kansas
(,I

LOWELL,

Caldwell.
Cl-JILCOTT,

Newark.

HI~RTE[{.

AUGUSTINE,

1101.LER.

HOWE.

Kansas
DEVVITT,

City,

Kansas

1\10.

Kansas

City.

Mo.

City.

1\10.

DOHHN,

Lansing.
DOi\·NELLY.

Kansas
Dl'NC\N.

Kansas

~11(l.

FINKELL,

Kansas

ALLAN

City,

RAl\'DEL.

City.

Mo.
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:\10.

Kas.
City,

Knee. HOllIER
St. Joseph,

TERRELL,

1\10.

EDGAR,

GILBERT

Kansas

Mo.

FilED,
LYNNE,

HARRY

Paola.
KERLIN.

"J';gWORTH,

City,
CARL

Kansas

1\'10.

110'_'

City.

RANDALL,

GRANT.

C'tv.

FRAN'·

1'110.

\IV,\LTER

Kansas

Kas.

ALS":N,

Kansas
FARI'i.

KASSEN.

FRE:::'ERICK,

City,

1\IJI~rORD,

Centralia.

JAJ\'ES

l\lARIClN,

City.

KAKATZ ..\c<.

HARRY

Kas.

1'110.
J ONES. [:~])\\' ,\ nn R.'\ S)'150N,
Kansas
Cit v. 1<.a5.

Mo.

G£OI~(;E

1\10.

City.

K~llS:lS

DOr:R:"A~I. EIHvAlm.

Eillmore,

City.

":\IERRII.L

J,\CKSON.

Rn·ARIl.

Kansas

:i\lo.

Roy R,.

HVlllJARIl.

1\1 IS:" ·~\IAI(GAI<.ET,

City.

CEJllCE

Kansas

~Io.

City.

ALEX,\l\'rJER

I, ..

JI~SSE LEE ..

kansas

1\10.

AlnI-iUI~,

Kansas

Px i-;

\VILLI,\;\I

]'110.

1\10.

~.IARTIN,

~do.

Kansas
City. 1'110.
HJI.I .. jun N W.,
Kansas City. Kas.
1[OG.\N. JOliN
.i\hLCK,
Kansas
City. :\10.

E,\I(I.,

HE1H3ERT

DEl":'EO,

CILL.

\V~1.,

Kas.

Independence,
DAns,

I.Ai\lllEI'T

1\11. Washington.

CLARENCE

Kansas
City,
CUNE,
Rtcnaun
Kansas
City.
Ceov. FRED D..'
I(al1sas City.

~Io.

HERi\lELlNK.

Ohio.

CIIR1STlINSEN.

CUWflN,

C.

Mo.
\V ..

GEOI,CE

Seymour,

Ohio.

CLARENCE

CLAUS.

City.

j-IERMA~',

ROBERT,

F .•

fda.

City.

Kansas

Mo.

]\10.

ARCH

Kansas

JOSEI'H,

City.

E..

RALl'lI

Kansas

Ohio.
H.,

AYRES

Kansas

JOSEPH,

City, Mo.
GRIFFITII
[-TENIn' 1\1
I::aw;l. 1\Jo.
.,

FRANK,

BLOCHER,

City.

Kansas

\,V ..

Cincinnati,

::'ILo.
L..
i\lo.

BE[{:\,ARD

Kansas

Mo.

Hill.

EDWAIW.

City,

GREEN, FRANClS

EIl\\'AIW,

City.

F. E.,
:'vJo.

JOHN

Kansas

Mo.

EIIIERSON,

Kas.

ROBERT

GLEASON,

CHESTER,

City.

:i\./(

\'VADE,

Eagleville.

1\10.

VVILLIA11

BENN,

C1.,\UI)

FUNIC

]ASPEk,

City,

Kansas

City,

Olathe,

CHARLES

.LIENRr

PETE

Kansas

1\10.

::'IJo.

Kas.

FRANI(E,

BEALS, DWIGHT,
BELL.

City,

LOUIS.

FLOYD.

1\10.

1\10

GEORGE KINZIE,

Kansas

THO/dAS,

ROBFRT,

City.

FlTZSnl1N,

JAMES,

FRANK,

JOHN

VVILLlA~1

Kansas

City. Mo.

DENZIL

B.\NJSTE1~,

FISHER,

l\Jo.

THO,\lAS

Kansas
BALTIS,

HAY,

City,

n.·\NCROFT,

(,tlass lRooL

LERoY,
Mo.

CLARENCE,

Mo.

KING,

THO~IAS

ROUTT,

\'YILSON,

110.
HARRY
B.,
City. 110.

KLAI'MEYER,

RY,\N,

LEEKA,

Kansas
Sell

SCIIROER,

OLIVER,

El'GENE

Kansas

CHRISTI.\:-J

Lansing,

SMITH,

GOTHIEB,

JOlIN

LOGAN,

ST.\]-5,

F.\·AK,

FRED

Kansas
i\IELLOTT.

STE.EI ..

JOI-IN.

GUY

THAllI'.

O'BI(lAI\',

THO~1AS,

GATEWOOD,

\""AGNER,

FRANCJS,

OI'lE,

\IVALLt\("J~,

\YALLlS.

\Vll.BER.

~IELI_\'I[.I.E

Independence.
PEI<IIY, RALPH

Kansas
PICKRELL.

Argentine,
PyrES.

DEL'JS

Kansas
RAFFERTY,

Kansas
RASHBAU~I.

Kansas
ROSENBERG.

CJLEHAN,

\-VJLSON, GEOJlGE rIAl/illS,

RAY,

51. Joseph,

B ..

WOODBUJlN,

iVlo.

5.,

FRA r.; K

Ottawa, Kas.

Kas.
EDlSON,

City. Mo.

JOHN J ..

\VOODWOJITH.

CHt\RLES

Kansas

City, Mo.

YOAKUM,

HENRY,

FOllllJST LEE,

Lenexa. Kas.

City, 'tiro.
:\!J.",x

Nlo.

STEPIlEN

Peoria. 111.

Washington.

CLAYTON

l i.,

City. -:\10.
Moure-r AIITIIUR,

West Plains.
VVILLl"l\IS,

DIIAKE.

E(J(;ENE

PJERCE,

\,VlDENEH.

A.,

1\10.

City. Mo.

Palouse.

LAHTER,

ROSCOE

Kansas

Wellsville. Kas.
Pt\LLETTE.

HEX

~. D.
\VALI.ER,
JOHN
1\1.,
Kansas City. 1\10.

Kas.

FIIA."IK

.•

City, 1\10,

Drayton,

V.\LEI\'TIN\:.,

Bt\IINAllY

Ky.

Al\THURF·

Kansas

i\10.

Frankfort,

Sl-II~LDON,

CHARLES

\'Voodville,

Kansas
City, 1\10.
O'Rln'.\N. O. REDICK.
O'LEARY,

CLARK A.,

Chicago, Ill.

Kas.

City, ida.

lluntsvillc,

13£."1,

Kansas Cily, 1\10.

CHAHLES,

j.\}dE~

i\],\NLEY,

1\lansfield,1\lo.

l\]OORE,

ELLI:l"IT

lL,
City. Ka::;.

Kansas
ORI<.

Iowa.

ARTHUR

STIHCKL,'ND,

'fFHTE,

Kansas

CURTIS,

RALPJI

Marshalltown,

110::)I'E. JAI\IES \""JLUA1I1,
Cameron, :\10.
R.\YlIlOND

City, 1\10.
J

Chicago, Jl1.

1\10.

Surnmerfiet.l,

;-.JED FRANCIS,

STOTTS,

I-loUGH,

\VILLI.,-\'\1

NATI-l.\N,

E"

Kas.

STON~~, GEOI~(;E lAIIIILTON,

Kansas City. Kas.
1\1 EYEII. GEORGE W.,
Kansas City. 'tIlo.
Monv. ALHEl/T G.,
Kansas City. 1\[0.
Waver-ly,

Kas.

ALFIIEIJ

Kansas

JOHNSON,

AIITIIUII

i\!ILLEII.

City. 1\10.

Newton.

City, Kas.

COURTNEY,

RuSSELL

Douglass,

Ottawa, Kas.
l\!.\·l'H1AS.

I-UTE,

GE'lHG~; ClIASMAI{,

SNELL,

JII'J

Ill.

ELMER

\\

Kansas

Kas.

Reevesville.

Eaetc

Orangeville, Pa
S:IIIAIIT, JOH N 1'.1)\'·1."
Whitesboro. '1exas.

GILIlIARY,

JOSEI'll

rdJ\RTlNJ

JOSEI'H,

SLOAN,

I1ALLOWEI.L,

City, 110.

.i\lARIlERRY,

J/\;\IES

11.

J R.,

Derby. Conn.
1\l'AIEII,

Colo.

City, 1\10.

Ga.

Lo\\·F.. I':IIAN K i\! ELVJ LLE,

l\lcLE~)IJ,

SHERllJAN,

JOlL,\iSTONE,

EZRA,

\\fILLlA~'1

Collins.

Ft.

Washington. D. C.
Sneewsuuev.
LEi\1 UEL A.,
Hamilton, Mo.

Atlanta,
Kansas
LYNCH,
I!.
Kansas

/\RTHUH,

OTTO

SEXTON.

RADCLIFFE,

City, 1\10.

THOi\IAS

LEWIS.

HENRY,

City, Mo.

Ft. Scott, 1-..a5.

Custer City, Okla.
LEWIS.

City, 1\10.

M ITTEj~, JOHN

Kansas

Turkey.

CLARENCE

City, :\10.

NATHAN,

SAI'EII,

LEO.

Constantinople,

LEO,

JA~1ES

Kansas

Kansas
Kxnot'. \VALTER MAIUON,
Kansas City. 110.
LE.\i\"[,E,<.

STANLEY,

i\lo, ..erly, :\10.

Greenwood,

J ..

YOAKUM,

\-VALTEll

ALVIS,

Lenexa, Kas.

City, Kas.

VANCE.

PHINEAS.

\YILI-1":IIl

Blairstowu,

Kansas City. Mo.
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HARRY,

Mo.

William
dedicated,
Kansas.

P. Borland,

volume

the Central

Hagerman.

High
until

School.

he entered

He received the degree of Bachelor

189"

in conjunction

Judge

E. L. Scarritt,

Mr. Borland

He was elected Dean
ously until

which

he

with

.Iudge

Francis

as Representative

to Kansas

M.

Black,

Missouri,

City.

and Wills

He has always been prominent
of the famous

for Kansas

He published

"Public

Lobby"

City,

which

John

In

Snyder,

and several

others,
continu-

as well as at the Kansas

serving

his second

District

of Missouri

in civic affairs, having
Utilities

in the present

of this

City in 1907.

freeholders

of Wills

City School
Missouri

Congress.
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Bill"

to draft

ratified

bv the

and Administra-

text book at the University

term as Representative
and represents

of W. E. Winants,

at Jefferson

a work on the Laws

but he

and Administration.

was afterwards

19°7, which is now the standard

on Appropriations

City.

and held that position

In 1908 he was elected one of a board of thirteen

111

of Michi-

in Congress from this district,

state, and served on the "Municipal

tion

&

Ferry

of the Kansas City School of Law.

at the beginning,

been one of the framers

people.

City,

his high

the University

In 1904 he married Miss ana Win ants, daughter

a new charter

finishing
McCrary,

returned

still lectures on the subjects of Contracts,
of Kansas

Kansas

to

1909, when he was forced to resign, because of the

.lune,

press of matters

After

E. D. Ellison,

was one of the founders

is

PANDEX

of Laws from that institution

after

O. H. Dean,

THE

he carne

the law offices of Pratt,

where he stayed

1892, immediately

of

1867, in Leavenworth,

q,

1880, at the age of thirteen,

In

school course he entered

in

this

first saw the light of day October

where he entered

gan.

to whom

of Law.

in Congress

from

on the important

He

of

is now

the Fifth
Committee

A SENIOR'S OBSERVATIONS.
(Being

a Continuation

of "A Junior's

Reminiscences.")

liVe returned the third year zuith tremb/iny and lear
With BORLAND on WILLS the first text;
And INGRAHAM'S
disserrations on PUBLIC COPORATIONS
TVere studied and q1li:::zedupon next.
We took one more look at the REAL PROPERTY
book,
And aqain Mr. LADD made it clear;
And BOTSFORD once more yave the balance in store
Of EQUITY tej: [rom last year.
And then OUrrelations iw!h DEAN'S CORPORATIONS
Began, and we tllOuyht him immense;
And POWELL reqaled us, with PAR<JNERSHiP whaled us,
So the strain of the COurseteas intense.
We had our next call from WILLARD F. HALL
And his REMEDIES left us quite dazed;
"Til CO WHERD succcedino; in ETHrCS and PLEADING
Taught 1IS [acts that ins-pired and amazed.
CONSTITUTiONAL
And DEAN yives
<.fltcn u:e are throur;lz,

i.sw
115

is the next thino tce draw,
all the essentials;

and there's

no more to do

But step up and get our credentials.
FINIS.
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lRew j,Location
Since the last edition of THE PAND~X there have been manv changes
in the Kansas City School of Law. Finding their quarters too small, the
management,
during the summer, secured and had fitted commodious
quarters in the Nonquitt building at 1113 Grand avenue.
Instead of having just two rooms, they are now supplied with three,
the one added being for quiz classes, waiting room and other special
purposes.
The arrangement of the rooms is the best possible, and with
the new furniture and fixtures the school's new horne is very attractive.
The course of instruction has been greatly strengthened
by having
quiz classes from four to six o'clock and from six to eight o'clock in addition to the regular work.
This necessitates an additional force of instructors, also the regular instructors give more of their time to the
quiz work.
In a11, the year 1910-11 has been a milestone in the history of the
Kansas City Schoo] of Law, and marks a step of progress in keeping
with the demands of a growing city and the profession which we are
sr ri ving to master.

THE REGISTRAH.
'1he Registrar is an alt-rou nd man
He teaches a doss iohenei:er he ([/17,
He has a larae and benevolent heart,
And learninq, is always ready to impart.
He is earnest, forgiving, hones!,_ and true,
Ever read v to do all he can for you;
But while I.o scorks and carries care
He never seems in the least to desp.iir,
Always ready and willing to lend a hand,
'10 Freshmen, who do not understand,
And though some fain would la1/gh and grin,
'1 rying, perlwps, to bother him,
He is nC'L'eT inclined 10 (/1"07..1.-' morose,
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Always in good humor-qllite
jocose.
It pained him much to apply the gaff,
Ulhen some uncouth fellow icoul d lallgh and lallgh
Or be forced to mark off in the class grade
Some stu dent icho 100 early homeicard strayed.
But it made his breast steel] out with pride,
H'he;, he SOT" some fellow uho dug and tried,
IVith all his might and main to learn,
Each Latin phrase and legal term,
He taught as to be patient, honest and just,
'That t hc Iuiovcr shoutd be 10.101 to every trust;
Hou: 10 make a contract Or a receipt;
Hoic to reoicc a debt aqains! a deadbeat,
And to lIpOIl each stadellt's mind impress
All these Ihings in their trt most vividness,
He icould illu strate 'oith tales of cases galore,
l n which he parlicipated, Fears before.
Here's to him, /lIOIlY happy yean,
ilIay nothillg happen 10 bring liim tears;
-,-l\/fay his sliadou: year by year increase,
Alld Iti ... steps be led ill the piliits of peace.

E. L.

TO THE STUDENTS

EATON.

(ADYICE FROY! A JUNIOR).

If in the pursuit of your studies and while deeply enveloped in the
seemingly endless chain of lectures, etc., with which our eminent 111structors patiently endeavor to enlighten our, as yet, infant minds (in Jaw
only) you see staring you in the fact that grinl tyrant "failure,"
Tvr»

failure into victory,
DOII't let voor couraqe jade,
And if .1011 gel a lemon,
Just make the lernon (lid (lemonade).
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SIXTH ANNUAL

BANQUET.

F ALL events that happen in the school year, the one most
anticipated,

and

the one most memorable for time well
spent, is the annual banquet.
There is something in bringing together a group of men on an occasion like this for a
closer fellowship, to make the members of the respective
classes better acquainted with one another, and to meet the
members of the faculty
on a different
occasion than during the
rigors of the school room.
Such occasions when properly managed
__
erve a great purpose, by renewing the, energy of the students and making
them take firmer steps toward the accomplishment of their ambition.
The
sixth annual banquet of the Kansas City School of Law was one of those
that was proper! y managed, and righ t here we want to thank the members of the various committees from the classes for the manner in which
they discharged their duties toward their classes, which contributed
so
much to the success of this banquet.
One of their wise arrangements,
which showed great foresight and
an understanding
of the temperaments of men, was the manner of seat-
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ing the guests at the tables, having the rather pugnacious Freshmen and
Juniors
Seniors.

separated

by placing

a table

in the center

for

the

"sedate"

After posing for a picture (and posing is one thing a law student
likes to do), there was a scramble for the chairs, but not so much of a
scramble because the committee had kindly announced that the manager
of the hotel had agreed to provide for a ten per cent overflow.
At first there was very little noise, because most of us having saved
up for a day or two, wanted to see the food in sight before we began
rejoicing, but as the well-cooked viands began to appear, class spirit was
aroused, and the old familiar yells of "Juniors on the Bum, Juniors on
the Bum, Juniors on the Bum, Bum, Bum, Bum, Bum" were pealed
forth.
This was quickly responded to by "Rub-a-dub-dub,
Rub-a-dubdub, Seniors, Seniors, under the Tub."
The Freshmen chimed in, but
they were late in starting, so naturally did not stop quite in time.
According to the doctrine of "stare decisis" the president of the
Senior Class is accorded the honor of being toastmaster on this occasion, so Raymond E. J\1cGinniss presided.
After we had taken freely of
the bounteous repast, the toastmaster called for order, and proceeded to
tell us why we were there. The Freshmen still insist that he was wrong,
tor they were there simply to get something to eat.
After a few happy comparisons, Mr. ?\1cGinniss introduced Mr. Chas .
.I. Bell as a representative of the Freshman class, who responded to the
call, "No Name Toast."
Mr. Bell said it was a great problem for him to
decide what to talk about and asked to be excused from making a
speech.
(The juniors promptly excused him.)
He claimed that the
longer he studied on what subject to talk about, the farther from a conclusion he arrived, but he did tell us some good stories and wound up
by paying a tribute to the "enthusiastic faculty and the personnel of the
Freshman Class."
Our able toastmaster
next introduced Mr. Codding "of Kansas."
Mr. Codding handled his subject, "Freshmen," with credit to himself and
to his class. He told us the elements of a Freshman, took a few raps at
the Seniors and Juniors and said that George Washington
would soon
fade in the distance to be thought of no more on account of the more
popular men that composed the class of 1913. In the short time allotted
to him he told the fortune of one of the members of the facul ty and
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advised us to get the receipts for our tuition now, for it might be warm
tramping around to hunt him in the future.
Mr. McGinniss now promised Mr. Bailey of the Junior class a few
moments if he would tell us how to so frame our questions as to always
be answered in the affirmative.
Bailey started out by way of illustration of a baseball player making a hit and right there on first base the Freshmen held him for the
rest of the inning. 'Tis true that some had him sliding and others had him
striking out, but most of them held him right on first plate.
On account of a few waggish spirits in the Freshman Class, we
were unable to bear all that Bai ley had to say, and it was very unfortunate that some could not hear his statement as to what "she" replied.
Mr. James B. Kelsey being introduced as "the orator, lawyer and
politician from Kansas" hastened to prove at least the first and between
outbursts of the enthusiastic and overfed Freshmen told us about "the
opportunities of the law."
He told us about the mules of Missouri and
the wheat of Kansas and gave a most practical method for solving the
race problem.
After Mr. Kelsey's eloquence had subsided and we had returned
to earth again, Mr. lVlcGinniss found it expedient to instruct the Freshmen concerning their mothers' advice before they left home, and, thanks
to "those of tender years," it was well heeded.
The "Soldier of Fortune,"
hero of a hundred battles, erstwhile
Senior, Wil lium C. Carrick, mistook the assembly for a Methodist prayer
meeting and his first word was "Brethren."
The yells that greeted him
quickly brought him back, for the Juniors and Freshmen did not hesitate
to tell him of his mistake.
The speaker then proceeded to tell us about
"The American Lawyer in Politics."
From his wide experience in traveling and his ability to compare our own country with the government of
others, he was able to bring many thoughtful suggestions to the minds of
those present.
He told us of the good days, when graft was unknown
in the times of Jefferson and Hamilton, and compared the conditions of
that decade wi th the decade of Bryan and M cK inley.
The subject "Francis ""I. Black" was ably handled by John Thice
of the Senior Class. J\1r. Thice had gathered the data together concerning Judge Black's public and private life and presented it to us in a
masterful way. While but few of the students knew Judge Black, yet
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the fact that he was the founder of the school, coupled with our study
of his most enlightening opinions, naturally created interest in the study
of his life.
The address of the evening was given by General L. C. Boyle. The
General,
in a most entertaining
and instructive
manner, told us of the
inviolable rights of the Constitution.
He explained why it could not be
affected in any way by the Acts of Congress or by the states, or how no
decree of any assembly could affect the fundamental principles of human
liberty.
He then explained that the profession of the law was a follower
of civilization
Constitution

rather than a pioneer.
again

and

again,

and

He urged us on to study,
make

our preparation

while

read the
we are

young. The words of advice and encouragement were 1110St cordially received, and the faculty and student body most heartily thank Mr. Boyle
for his kindness in coming and thus honoring that occasion, and many of
the truths
that makes

which

he impressed

on our minds

were put there

in a manner

them everlasting.

The members of the faculty followed with shan addresses.
Particular mention should here be made of the speech of Dean Ellison and the
words spoken by him of the life of John W. Snyder, calling our attention
to the fact that this was the first banquet of the students without the
presence of JVI r. Snyder.
Thus closed the sixth
City School of Law.

and most successful

-/;5--

banquet

of the Kansas

g:lanbex Staff
EDWARD

MYERS,
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HENRY

JOSEPH

R.

1\1.

FHEEMAN.

GOLIJHLATT.

�be IDalueof a 1aw ~ourse
T IS almost three years since a certain September night,
when there were gathered together in one small room in the

old Hidge Building

a crowd of laughing,

joking,

noisy

young fellows, who apparently
had no other thought in
mind than to "raise the roof," and discomfit the few courageous ones who attempted to say a few serious words; and
set speeches were entirely out of the question.
The occasion,-annual
"opening night" of the Kansas City School of Law; the fellows,some of America's future justices; but with no thought of the winter's
work before them, they were greeting old friends, making new ones, and
tolerating no attempt at anything but-just
fun I
AlTIOng this joyous mass of live American humanity
there were
about eighty-five or ninety chaps to whom this was a new scene; but
rapidly grasping the humor and spirit of the occasion, they were soon
enjoying the evening as much as those who had "been there" before.
These men are today the Seniors of the Kansas City School of Law;
and perhaps it will not be out of order to say a word or two concerning
thei r career.
From the first, the Class of 1911 have had a remarkable career.
Their

initial

meeting

was replete

with

excitement,

including

the repell-

ing of an assault by the Seniors, with malice aforethought
to disrupt
the proceedings.
(The Seniors, incidentally, never tried the trick again,
for reasons which the gentle reader can guess.)
The class spirit displayed by the boys of 'II was acknowledged by the whole school as
the best that had graced old "K. C. S. L.'s" halls for many a year.
Their meetings were always fully attended,
because there was something worth while to stay for; there were debates, smokers, mock trials,
speeches on topics of current interest, and other interesting attractions
that proved irresistible.
During their Junior and Senior years, however, the boys, real izing that Bar Examination
time was rapiqlv approaching, were inclined to devote more time to their studies, and the
class meetings and programs were to some extent neglected.
And these men feel that the three years which they have devoted
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to the study of the law could not have been better utilized.
They
feel that whatever pleasures, whatever recreation of a lighter variety
they have had to forego, have been more than compensated
for by
what they have learned of that greatest of sciences, with which the
minds of the world's most illustrious men have wrestled.
And again,
they have, perhaps all unconsciously
to themselves, acquired that indefinable something which results from the study of the Law;--that
sense of fairness, of honesty, of reasonableness, of equity, of tolerance
with the views of others, which they will take with them into all relations of their daily lives, and which will make of them better men
and truer citizens.
Knowing the law, they will know their rights; but,
-what
is greater and better,-they
will also recognize and respect the
rights of others.
But t.hese men of 'J I are only representative of a vast number of
men all over the country, who are similarly fitting themselves for their
life's work.
The multitude who are making a study of the law, after
the clay's work is over, some of them to use it as a profession, but a
greater number for the knowledge of their rights which it gives them,
the sheer pleasure it affords them, the greater confidence they acquire in
themselves, which they could never have were the law a closed book
to them, is growing yearly. The value, nay, the absolute necessity, of
at least a rudimentary
knowledge of the law is being more and more
recognized by business men throughout the country.
The most competent business man realizes that though he need not necessarily possess a sufficient knowledge of the intricacies of pleading and practice
to enable him to go into the court room and plead his own cause, he
must know the law as it applies to his affairs; and knowing his rights
and liabilities, be is the better able to avoid situations which may involve him in expensive and troublesome litigation.
By a judicious use
of the ounce of prevention, he will save himself and his associates from
the onerous ordeal of the pound of cure. And all this indicates that the
business man of the future will be far superior in intelligence
and
capacity to him of the past and present.
Another good indication
apparent
in the greater studiousness of
the present-day American young man, is the fact that he is beginning
to realize the value of a minute.
He knows that in his spare time lie
great opportunities
to develop his latent faculties and possibilities.
He
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knows that his employer
cupation
bring

when "off of the job"

to his work

weighed

is apt to keep "just

a clear

in the balance

mind

and

a healthy

wanting,

from this aspect of the matter,
finished,-and

body;

that

if he doesn't

if he is

"take

hold"

every day, that some other chap may come

along some day who will "fill the bill";
of his time,-the

on his oc-

He knows that he must

as when on.

and found

and keep hold, and develop

as close tab"

and out he goes.

when a fellow

realizes

But aside

the importance

time which he can call his own, after the day's work is
learns that it is possible

for him to broaden

his stock of

knowledge, to secure an education even though he has been denied the
advantages of a university or even a high school training, the phrase
"time to burn" will never again be applicable to him.
He will take
recreation, but only as a means to an end, that he may keep his body
strong and healthy, his mind vigorous and clear; that he may proceed,
step by step, to the bigger and better things that will gradually unfold
before his eager search.
And he will unconsciously
take the things
he learns with him into his work; he will apply them to his duties in
the office, shop or factory; it may be that he will learn some improved
method of doing his work, of producing greater efficiency; and his employer will be all the more satisfied with his services. The minute will
become to him as really, tangibly valuable as the dollar; and incidentally, his time being occupied with his studies, he will find neither opportunity nor inclination to spend his money on things that do not appeal to him as fully "worth while."
Another thought occurs to me in this connection : The men who
are this year leaving the law school, will not rest on their laurels, and
be content with what they have learned of the law.
If they practice
the profession, they will leave 1'0 stone unturned, no book unread, to
make of themselves just as proficient lawyers as it is possible to make,
or they will be very apt to be left in the race. If, however, they have
studied the law as an aid to them in their business, or as a delightful
means of mental culture, because of their three years of patient acquisition of one branch of useful knowledge they will have gotten the
habit of study; and as a habit is a very strong thing, they will immediately cast about for some other mental world to cope with.
And
they will not be disappointed;
for they will see scores of other treasuries
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of thought waiting, with open doors, to greet them, where they ma)
feast and dine and wine and grow fat on the wealth of useful knowledge that they shall find awaiting them.
Such are a few of the thoughts which have passed through the
mind of the writer, as he has contemplated
with pleasant recollections
his ·three years in the Kansas City School of Law; and it is his hope that
the future of his Alma Mater may be bigger and better and brighter
than ever, and that its influence may be felt in ever widening circles,
as its graduates pass out into the varied activities of business and professional life in the Great Southwest.
W. L. WOLF.

CLIPPI~GS.
A lean compromise

One hundred

IS

better

than a fat lawsuit.

years cannot repair a moment's

loss of honor.

A weak mind is like a microscope which magnifies trifling things but
cannot receive great ones.-ClzeJtcrjie1d.

.

Lig.ht
. minds are built with trifles.

A rock fell off a cliff to another farm below and scattered over it,
doing damage.
Farmer sought damages; lawver consulted told his clerk to look up
the law in the case; clerk reported back that he could find nothing;
lawyer asked him where he had looked.
Clerk said:
"Under 'Descent and Distribution.'''
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II.

BE~TON

AT

CHICAGO,

ILL ••

1897.

CHAPTER,

KANSAS

Chartered

ClT\'

Scuoor.

OF LAW.

July 6, 1907.

Active Members
Barny, Julien H.
Herman. George \V.
Jones, J. Wilbur.
Boyle. Rudolph
B.
Kelsey, j as. B.
Broaddus,
j as. W,
Langsdale, Joh11 -:\1., Jr.
Burns, Ira B.
Law. William T.
Bl1sh. Ben E.
Lowe. Frank 1\1.. Jr.
Deatherage. W. 1'\ ewland.
1\IcCill11iss. Ray E.
Franciscus. john \V.

Ios. H.
Bell. C. Jasper.

Ashton.

HON.

SANFO!{D B. L.\])D.

Tl ouorary

Xlarlcv, John S.
Nathan. E. G.
Richardson.
Bayard C.
Sexton, Richard J.
Sheppard. Hnrry E.
Thomas. Oscar \\T.
\-\r aguer, A Hred F
\Varren.Frank
G.
Woodworth. Chas H.

Members-e-Hrue.

OLI\'ER lI.

DEAN,

Alumni Members
Aylward, Ins P.
Aylward, Jos F.
Ball, Eugene E.
Dell, George T.
Betts, J. Edward.
Borland, William P.
Brady, jos. H.
Brasher. Geo. K.
Bresnchen, 1'1105. F.
Guffin, Horace.
Henderson, Cree J.
Hoover. Harry C.
Jaudon, Virgil H.
Jones, C. Vernon.
Langsdale. Clifford.
Lombard,
:\lcCray,

Norman.
Harry B.

McQuay, H any F.
Morton, William E.

Broaddus. Bower.
Broaddus, Elbridge.
Bryant. John B.
Burke. Hurrv L.
Burns, J as. 'v.
Butler. Rome V.
Clark, Fred J.
Crutcher, Loving T.
Culbertson, Townley.
Davis, Guy R.

Dean, Frank J.
Dew, Samuel A.
Dreier, 'i\'i11ia111L.
Driscoll. Matthew
L.
Eppes, Boyd Stark.
Fenner, Geo. M.
Fleming. Edw. J.
Ford, John Ralph
Gage, John B.

Neff, Peter J.
Ogilvy. Roherr S.
Orear.
Marvin L.
Pew. John B.
Plummer, Benjamin A.
Seaton. Perry W.
Siuu-all. Ernest G.
Simrall. James S.
Small. Edwin \,V.

Taylor, j as. 'E.
Todd, w.». J.
Toll. Phil R.
Vieregg. Chas. E.
Ward. Wm. K
'Vest, Geo. H.
Witherspoon, Frank.
Woodson. Aytch P.
Yale. Kenneth C.

Roll of Chapters
Benron-c-Kansas City School of Law.
llay-c-Western Reserve University.
Blackstone-c-Chicago Kent College of Law.
Jefferson-University
of Virginia.
Calhoun-Yale
University.
Lawson-University
of Missouri.
Corliss-c-Universitv
of North Dakota.
Magruder-c-Uuivetsity
of Illinois.
Carupbell-c-University
of Michigan.
Mar shall-c-University
of Chicago.
Capen-c-lllinois Wesleyan University.
Ross-c-Lniversity
of Southern Cal.
Chase-c-Cincirmati
Law School.
Ryan-University
of Wisconsin.
Fuller-s-Northwestern
University.
Rapallo-c-New York University.
Garland-University
of Arkansas.
Story-Illinois
College of Law.
Green-e-University of Kansas.
Taft-Georgetown
University.
Ounter-c-University
of Colorado.
Webster-c-Cbicago
Law School.
Hammoud-c-Universitv
of Iowa.
',ViIliams-c-University of Oregon.
l Iamlin-c-University
iof Maine.
Temple-University
of Cal.
Holmes-Leland
Stanford, Jr .. University.

Alumni Chapters
Chicago,

] IL

New York City.
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Portland.

Ore.
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IDelta ~beta ~bi
Fraternity
Colors:

of Law.

Cardinal and Rose.

Flower:

CHAPTER
1.

Red Hose.

ROLL

Fred E. Breisch
Richard E. Cline
3· Pete H. Franke
+. Earl J. Goldman
5. Eldon J. Levis
6. Merle E. ]\,Iatthews

2.

7· George W. ]\,[eyer
8. Richard xr. Noonan
9· Ralph D. Perry
10. Clayton B. Pierce
1 I. John F. Thiee
12. Hal. H. Lyneh
13· Arthur J. "-Iellott
Fratres in Urbe
1.

Robert Emmett Berry
2. B. Haywood Hagerman
3· Carl H. Langknecht
4· Robert Reve Park
,. Richard Robertson
6. Hobert J. Sutherland
7. Amos Gay
Fratres in Absentia
J.

Neal D. Sutherland
Earl E. Enloe
3· Waldo Brown Jennings
4. George 1. Boyle

2.
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\tbe Bbministratton
N onDER

of j!,aw in tbe Bmerican
<.tolonies

measure the success of American jurisprudence
and the administration of our law in our colonial system it
will be necessary to inquire 35 to the status of those peoples
under the Spanish regime.
It will be necessary to know
how they were governed just before Dewey unfurled the
American flag at Cavite over the sunken ships of the
Spanish flotilla and their present status after the brief occupancy of
their lands by American government.
Where medieval Spain with no heart, conscience, good intention
or pretense to govern in the interest of the common people who were
driven as were those under the power of Roman rulers in the days of old,
fashioned her policies that the rich may exploit the poor; that the strong
may oppress the weak; that man may look upon man not as a brother
but that the individual should either be slave or master.
That government derives its right to rule by wisdom of that rule did not obtain, but
rather that that rule depended upon power of the governors and the
ignorance of the governed.
That the people may become wise and enlightened, that they may resist the yoke of tyranny, that they may be free
to govern themselves, that they may even be the sons of a Republic, vote
as sovereign citizens, have libraries, public schools; that mau might even
be so bold as to assume the custody of his own conduct and conscience
to

was still to the common people an undreamed dream.
In fact the governrnent was based upon a complacent ignorance and
the normal policy of the governing power toward the people was one of
distrust and suspicion, that of the governed was obedience because of fear.
The Spanish rule did not result in the advancement of the subjects.
The
mere duration of the succeeding decades only left the natives in the
same ignorance and superstition
that medieval Spain had bound him.
It is, therefore, in view of the foregoing that the Spanish judicial
system must have shared the inevitable hardships incident to its dealings with corrupt, cruel public policies, together with the evil and con-96-

tag ion of corruption among the people, the oppression of the grandee
over the peon.
It was C0I11111011 parlance that if one wanted right in court that
he must be in the "narrow circle" or buy it. Even a witness was a cheap
commodity bought and sold as a part and parcel of litigation.
The court,
as well as the policy of the government, was inquisitorial and if the evidence was not satisfactory the court might extort statements hOITI an unwilling witness by means of torture and judge the poor, unfortunate soul
by such extorted testimony.
The oath was purely perfunctory
and had
no bnding solemnity.
It is almost unbelievable that a christian people
would so prostitute the oath, so that even the best of them looked upon
the oath as ceremonial and formal and always to be weighed against his
personal interest.
Habeas corpus was hardly known.
The presumption
of guilt was the rule and not the common law presumption
of innocence, and this was conducive of many abuses and was a remnant of
despotism.
After this unpleasant recital of the results of misrule and the misuse
of the courts under the Spanish rule in the colonies it is good to turn to
the conditions existing under the beneficent influence of the rule of
gentleness put in effect by the American government.
Great advancement
has been made under the American policy of
giving self-government
to the island peoples as advocated and established
by the lamented McKinley.
He believed that any people is capable of
self-government,
if given the opportunity
and trained along the proper
paths of preparation for so great a boon.
American rule has given to them a great public school system: the
ballot and taught the islanders that it is the sacred power of the people,
the greatest force for good ever put into the hand of man. We taught
them it is the right of the citizen to vote, to serve his country in its time
of need and that the ballot and not the bolo should be the defense of
the people.
Rights of property and person were made secure.
Large
appropriations
were expended for public improvements.
Industry and
thrift was encouraged and sanitation, so necessary in so warm a climate,
was established in the cities and in the homes. The governmental policies
have been accentuated by the highest motives.
As a result of this new
treatment the brown peoples have become patriotic, lovers of country, lawabiding and are holding the most orderly elections in the world.
Their
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children are being sent to school.
They respect Americans and revere
American institutions.
The native chest is bulging with self-respect.
American courts have established respect for the oath and for the
judicial proceedings.
The slumbering consciences of the "brown children" rallied and their moral standard was accordingly elevated.
In view of the fact that no European colonizing nation makes any
pretense or promise to govern the inferior races in interest of the governed
and that the press of all Europe laughed and criticised what they denominated "the American altruistic, humanitarian experiment," it is. in,
deed satisfying to note the results of that same criticised system bringing
a people up to higher levels than a seer or prophet could have dreamed
of but a decade or two ago.
American institutions under American law as applied by American
lawyers in the judiciary and in the administrative
forces of the new and
startling colonial "experiment"
are developing a free people and opening
to them a future in government, in living, in mental growth that has far
outreached the vision of the enthusiastic
supporters of the American
colonial system.
WILLIAM

C.

CARRICK.

(Enrrox's
NOTE.-This
article is by a member .of the Senior Class
who spent several years in the Government service in the colonies.)

Mr. Todd-Give
of a parent

an illustration of a tort of a child in the presence
for which the parent would not be liable.

McGinniss-If
a father were sitting out on the porch reading a
paper and his boy being out in the yard should throw a snowball and
strike a passer-by.
Mr. Todd-Was
the father enjoying the evenmg air without his
coat~
(Faint

cheers in the distance.)
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'lbe jfemme Sole
A sense of infinite gratitude filJs the heart of the femme sale toward
the Norman Conqueror of England, who left this duplex, euphonious
appellation to mitigate the harshness of the Saxon name, "spinster,"
and to condemn the flippancy of the American hybrid, "bachelor-maid."
But the beauty of the term, its liquid melody, will not serve to
hide the fact that as a legal entity the femme sale does not exist; that
is, not within the statutes of the great state of Missouri,
Perhaps,
though, Section 830+ might suggest an exception, since there the term
does occur, but it is legislatively incorporated in a set of acts, which, if
applied to her, she must forever cease to be the thing she is-a
femme
sole.
For, says Section 83°+;
"A married woman shall be deemed a
femme sole, so far as to enable her to carryon and transact business on
'her own account; to contract and he contracted with; to sue and be
sued;" in fact, to do all sorts of things, to relieve the husband of much
of his responsibility
concerning her, while Section 8309 allows her to
lise all these magnanimously granted privileges "with the same force
and effect as if such married woman were a femme sole."
Impliedly, then, the femme sale learns that she may be sued. She
hopes this is so, and that it may continue so every year and every day
in the year until she attains a legal entity under Section 830+ and the
power to contract is no longer executory, but executed.
Impliedly, also
she learns that she has the right to sue; but, it hovers somewhere in her
memory, that that must be by prescription, or be governed by the statute of limitation, since. it revives only every four years. The first time
she might assert the right, she is looking to be sued; the second time,
she doubts the value of the damages to be awarded, and, the third time,
it seems a sort of stale claim, that even equity, "the champion of women
and children." will not aid her to enforce.
After that, she may go back to the statutes, those unfailing sources
of new wisdom, for a status.
There sbe discovers, though she acquires
human responsibil ity three years earl ier than her brother and is now a
"femme sale," that under Section 8054 words in the masculine gender
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include "what" and she is catalogued under "what."
True, Section
4931 tells the femme sale that "words importing masculine gender only
Inay be extended to females alsoJJ-"in
fictione juris."
Nine hundred and seventy-eight
statutes were enacted before the
mystery of Section 805+'s "what" is solved.
Then Section 9°32 construes "the words he, his, or him when used so as to refer to females to
be held to mean she, her or hers."
But wherefore"?
Constructively,
impliedly, dum sola, the femme
sale may exist, but the masculine makers of the statutes of the great
state of Missouri constructively and impliedly bid the femme sale:
"Ite et inter uos causas »cstros discutir« quia dignvlJI non est u]
judicia de dis detis."
MISS DEWITT.

EDITOR'S J"OTE-For
the benefit of those who have not yet had
the Latin course, under J\Ir. Eberle, the following translation
is here
gIven:
"Go and discuss your causes among yourselves, for it is not fit that
you judge gods."
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R El\ IINISCEN C E.
As the seas of the [urure-i-so to speakSpread our 'neath each Senior's feet,
And in fancy, the l/illoics break and roll,
Over and ar omrd t lie uo marked shoal;
AmI as he hesitates upon the brink,
Fearina. indeed, that he ilia)' sink,
Let him turn [ro m this o nt in ous scene'tlzis borrowed trollble-just
a d ream ;
'thillk of the brighter days of the past,
While a member of the Senior Class.
And ,7.1" he grM ..(;S reminiscent; he recalls
Even the green baize lipan ih« walls;
'the chairs lIpon zchich he used to sit,
Of 'which onl v three legs at a lillie '1/;Ollldhit;
'the desks carved, battered and scarred,
Tf 'here lIIany a jack·knife
worked long and hard.
'the rostru ni on tohicl: Ihe tecturer sat,
Even the rack where yOll hllng your hat.
And as the scene resolves itself,
You remember. then, in spite of voursel] .
You see a stately figure, with qracef u! qait,
(He must have a drink-he
coutdn't wait)
Arise, uial]: up to the lecturer's desk,
'throw back his head, swell out his chest.
/;rIith a sidewise qlance at the rest of the class,
Reach out and remove the drinking qlass ;
And without a quiver, or even a shake,
Straight for the water bottle make;
'then, having drank to his heart's content,
0/ this aqua pure stimulant,
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With a s'Winqing, gliding stride,
Place a refilled glass b I' the lecturer's side.
And return 10 his chair tuit]: a knocc-illg look
Hopillg for len in the record book.
'then, there is tl.a: tul], su p plc man,
TI'ho always shakes hands tuhencuer he can;
Who meets .1'011 "uith smile and jesl,
IJihich quite disarms you-sels
VOlt al rest.
'there isn': a doul/! bill whal he'll icin,
In the political pot-he's
sleek and slim,
And al the chance 10 make a break
He never fails a chalice to lake.
'then there is tho fellow who is over wise,
'to answer each question he ahcavs tries;
He is generally riqh: when he chalices 10 look
Upon some lecture or 1I0te book.
'then, 100, there's the fellow of modest mien,
'to look all a book he wouUII'1 be seen;
And the [ellou: who neither IOQks nor kllowsHe merely sits ill his chair ill repose,
)iflhile the gray-haired lecturer wilh learning profound
Continues, earnestly, law to expound.
--All
these rhinos have passed in days of yore,
No one knows iohat rhe [urure has ill store,
But let each from daten until selling sun
Remember the class of nineteen double one.

E. L.
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EATON.

TO NKITRE

IN SPRINGTIME,
1.

Awake, a Nature!
Steep no mare
For spring is near,
Shake off thy coverlet of sno",,'the sout]: wind's here.
'the winged songsters northward soar
'to greet the year,
And icebtocked streams are mUT71lUring low
'their pentup cheer;
Bur tholl art far in dreamland's throng
And heedest not their welcoming song.

II,
Arise, and take thy 1IIorning bath
In April's showers,
And clothe thy bare and ashen form
Witli leaves and [loicers,
rVith [raqrance perfllme every breath
'these 'wakening hours.
Of rainbow colors rob the storm
'to tint thy bowers;
For then thy glowing healthful bloom
vVill drive from men sad thoughts and gloom.

III.
But come, thy bounteous feast prepare
'Neath sunny sky.
Wit]: juicy fruits both tame and wild
Serve passers-bv,
For native herbs and qardener's ware
Let no one sigh;
And quench man's thirst with goblets /ill'd
And held on high;
'then surely all will crown thee queen,
a Nature, iohen in springtide seen.
NED,
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F.

STEEL,

'13,

I

I

Junior Eanquet
The evening of January 9th, 19' I, marked the second annual banquet of the class of '9'2, which was held at the Kansas City Athletic
Club.
1he invited guests were Elmer N. Powell, Treasurer
of the
Kansas Citv School of Law and Lecturer on Domestic Relations, .John
I. Williamson, Lecturer on the subject of Agency, and W. A. Michaels
of the finn of Half & Michaels.
The members were present in person and it was not necessary to
have a roll call. Each fellow seemed to have a smile when he arrived
and he had a smile when he left; the first smile probably induced b)' the
good things which were in store for him, the Iast parting smile, the outward

expression

of

an evening

with his fellow students

well

and

joyously

in good fellowship

spent

in association

and fraternity.

To start out with, Jet it be said that by this second annual banquet,
the class has thereby acquired a motto.
We acquired this motto in a
peculiar manner.
J\lr. Michaels in making his after-dinner
remarks
asked M r. Kelsey, Our class president, if we boasted of a motto.
On
being told we did not possess such "guiding star," he told us a story
and with that storv. we inherited the motto, "We are skinners."
As
part of the story goes, it is sort of a progression, "we skin," "you skin,"
"all skin," "we are skinners,"
and the evidence is fairly conclusive
that
after the banquet, all were skinners, in fact as well as .in name.
But
to amplifv the motto a bit, it has to be inferred that the Junior Class
has been skinning

every obstacle

in its pathway

and will keep on skinning.

Those whose misfortune
it was to be absent missed hearing
some good after dinner remarks.
Mr. Elmer N. Powell, in his winning
way, gave us his summary of the results of work done and matters accomplished by the class and particularly
so in the field of domestic
relations, on which subject he so ably lectured to us last year.
Mr. John 1. Williamson
was not with us until the speech making
began, and several conjectures were made, sundry and various, as to
the reason of this tardiness, whether or not it was grievance committee
work down town, at home or abroad, but the best conjecture was made
by Mr. Elmer Powell and the reason will best go unrepeated as Mr.
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Michaels is in the habit of doing, in not repeating the two stories which
he told in Judge Park's court a year or so ago when he was representing a defendant insurance company and this case was the first one in
eleven vears that had been decided in their favor. It is not known whether
or not the jury was led to their decision on account of the stories, but
they decided on the side of the story teller.
There were so many good
parlor stories told by everyone, that it is a difficult task to even tell
of them at this time.
:\1r. Kelsey, in introducing
Mr. John 1. Williamson,
referred to
the examination on the subject of Agency which we have not yet had
the pleasure of partaking.
He said he felt like praying whenever he
thought about the postponed examination on the subject of Agency.
On
an event of this kind, the prayer which might have been rendered by
one of the Juniors would run something on this order:
"Lord God of
Hosts, be with us yet, be with us yet, lest we forget, lest we forget."
After the postponed examination
on Agency had been feasted UpOIl,
the prayer might have been made to run in this manner:
"Lord God
of Hosts was with uS not, for we forgot, for we forgot."
In view of
what might happen if this should be the result of these prayers, Ben
Bush in making his remarks when called upon by the toastmaster, suggested to Mr. Williamson
that whenever the postponed examination
was pulled off, that in addition to giving Mr. Ben E. Todd
the
questions (for we suppose Mr. Todd will be the quizmaster on this
occasion), also to give him the written answers; this might facilitate
matters in a' slight degree.
Mr. Williamson
after being introduced
gave us the story of the ancient Greek who thanked the God dai lv for
three things:
1St.
Because he was a Greek and not a barbarian.
zd.
Because he was a man and not a woman .
.3d. Because he was single and not married.
Tn his usual serious vein, he discussed at length the subject of
Agency and referred to Mr. Powell's remarks as being on "Domestic
Agency."
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1bistor~ of the (tlass of 1911
N THE latter part of September of the year of 1908 a number of ambitious individuals,
more curious than wise,
wended their way to the second floor of the New Ridge
Building, where by some means they had been informed
that the Kansas City School of Law was in session.
As
they entered the lecture hall they began to doubt that they
were really entering a law school, and amid the flight of books, newspapers and various other articles, these adventurous persons sought
refuge in the corner at the rear end of the hall that appeared most
peaceable.
Presently the Dean of the school worked his way through the disorderly assembly to the platform in the front of the room and rapped
forcibly on the table for order and called out, "Gentlemen,
be seated."
Soon the disturbance was lessened about seventy-five per cent, and after
a few introductory
remarks, the Dean proceeded to introduce the individual members of the faculty, each of whom in response made a short
talk relating to experiences and the future destiny of lawyers. At the close
of the various remarks by the members of the faculty, the Dean announced the nights on which the classes would meet and informed the
students that all the programmes were posted on the billboards of the
lecture halls; after a word of encouragement to the prospective Freshman
Class, on account of their apparently larger number over that of the previous year, the combined classes adjourned to meet again the next regular meeting night.
In the beginning of the duties of the class Some of the members
found it somewhat difficult to smoke, write and keep awake all at the
same time, but before many weeks had passed this difficult task had
been accomplished by the majority of the class.
The pentup energy of the Freshmen first began to develop when
the class spirit like a flooded stream spread among its members and a
class was duly organized and R. S. Robertson in a closely contested
election was chosen president.
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The first year's work ran its course to the end of the term, with a
few vacancies in the ranks of the class as a result of the lack of courage.
Then the Freshmen bade the school good-bye for a few months.
Again in the year of 1909 the remaining regulars of the Freshman
class and a few stragglers of the previous years began the Junior race.
The class spirit was high and the behavior was bad, fear being worn
away, gall began to develop; to whittle and burn to the lecturer's disgust
was the witty fellow's expressed trust.
The tide of the class again arose to give life to the times.
Class
politics was a little slow but occasionally heated, however, in the outcome. Sam W. Frazier was elected speaker of the house and all was
well and good. Two prizes were offered to the two students that made
the highest average grade for the Junior year, this encouraged every
student to make the highest grade possible, but in the finish of the contest Raymond E. McGinnis won first prize and Nova Jewel Johnson was
second .•
'Twas in this year that the class was saddened by the death of their
favorite instructor, his place was filled but the sadness still remained for
no one could cast the smiles, and ask the questions and tell the stories
in that enthusiastic manner as their beloved instructor.
Thus the second year's toil was ended and with only one more
year's work ahead the members of the Junior Class bade each other
good luck and sought divers places to recuperate.
Once more in the year of 1910 did this venerable bunch of thirsty
legal fiends assemble, but this time in the Nonquitt Building, and this
year they were permitted to have tables, old and decrepit and secured
ones, bearing notorious designs of their previous evil minded tenants, on
which to write.
Each member greeted his fellow class-mate and gave
him the password, "State Bar Examination."
The smiles of the previous years had changed into frowns as they
had already begun to realize that they were making a start on the final
race, so that every act must be exercised with due diligence and care.
The class in their serious attitude hardly seemed natural.
The autumn showers of Pandex talk gave rise to the class spirit,
which brought on one of the closest contested elections in the history of
the class. It resulted in the election of R. E. McGinnis for President,
,
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Walter L. "VoH, Vice-President,
Franciscus, Treasurer.

Nova J. Johnson,

Secretary,

and John

In this year's course, R. J. Ingraham explained the construction and
the powers of a municipal corporation.
While that subject, which causes
a fellow to think, as to what becomes of his property after his death,
notoriously known as Wills, was set forth by our faithful
instructor,
William Patterson Borland, who although in the midst of his political
race for Congressman, never missed keeping an appoinrmenr
with the
Senior Class. Furthermore, Han. O. H. Dean impressed on the class very
emphatically,
the importance of keeping in mind what he said in his
last lecture.
And the Senior Class hereby serves notice on the Juniors
and Freshmen that M r. Dean does not confine his quizzes to the lecture
immediately
preceding, but to al l preceding lectures.
The remaining
half of Real Property was brought to a close by Sanford B. Ladd, and
the members of the class claimed the right to have their feet upon the
table by the law of easements.
Equity made some of us sleepy, but Mr.
Botsford insisted that, "Equity aids the vigilant and not those that slumber on their rights," so we studied hard for the final examination,
to
make the winner of the Equity prize know that he had to work.
Mr. Ben E. Todd, Registrar of the school, showed his interest
in the class by offering to conduct a quiz class from six o'clock to eight
o'clock, and the Senior Class took advantage of the same, and this systematic arrangement of studies was very helpful not only in preparing
for the bar examination, but gave us an opportunity to do the work in a
more satisfactory manner, and to have a general discussion at each
meeting of the principles of law and thereby to make them a part of our
common knowledge.
By custom, the Senior Class had acquired the duty of glving the
annual school banquet and they set about making preparations
for it.
The class president was toastmaster and Messrs. Carrick and Thice were
the chosen speakers.
The banquet was held on the evening of \Vednesday. February 22,
J 911, at the Coates House.
The Seniors, with all their dignity. seated
themselves at the center table with the toastmaster at the head, and Han.
L. C. Boyle, the speaker of the evening, at his side.
In the beglnning the noise was rather equally divided, but as the
speakers were being introduced, the Freshmen, on account of not being
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accustomed to having such a rare treat without a quiz, acted ultra vires
with their remarks, but soon they acquiesced to the wise counsel gladly
offered by the toastmaster.
The remaining veterans of the previous years, that now compose
the Senior Class, have begun to realize that the study of the law is a
great field of toil, also that the course of three years' work, all of which
they needed fresh in their minds in order to secure a state license to practice law, was not wasted, for they have learned much that is of value
to any citizen.
It is a pleasant sensation to look back and think of the work and of
the midnight oil that was utilized in gaining what now seemed to be the
first step into the professional world, but sure it has not all been in vain,
for amid hazy visions of success there is an occasional chance to gain
pleasure, wealth or fame, which serves to strengthen the energetic young
attorney as he launches out in his legal career.

J. L.

MORE
Little

Willie

OF MAC'S

POETH.Y.

wearing

best of sashes

BRIGHTWELL.

Fell in the fire and was burned to ashes,
By and br the room grew chilly,
For no one cared to "poke"
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little

Willie.

Uhe Junior lElection
The first regular "pow-wow" of the Class of 1912 was held on
October 29th, 19Jo.
There was no fife and drum to usher in or usher
out this occasion but there was noise, a plenty.
The adventuresome
spirit coupled with a desire for a mixture of things, gave some of the
members just the right opportunity
to display their capacity in this
regard.

An ordinary report of this election might read like this:
"The
foJlowing officers were elected-James
Benton Kelsey, President;
John
Hutton, Vice-President;
Dick Martin, Secretary; Bertram Bailey, Treasurer; Walter Coggeshall and Jos. H. Ashton, Sergeants-at-Arms.
After
the usual hot air and complimentary
speeches were made, the class adjourned."
But there are other interesting details in this recent election.
The only thing regular about this election was the regularity
of its irregularity but of course this was not of much concern since the
ultimate object was to elect class officers, so seemed to be the thought
expressed.
On this election night, we had present with us four Seniors, Freeman, Rickie, Lang and Reed, who were all very eager to vote and take
part in the deliberations.
It must not be overlooked that Vice-President
Shumway was in the chair at this particular election and when the vote
was taken on the question whether or not the Junior Class should allow
the four above named esteemed gentlemen to take part in the workings
of the Junior Class, Vice-President Shumway, who happens also now to
be a Senior, fell all over himself and allowed the four above named
estimable gentlemen to cast a vote on the question in controversy and
the result stood twenty to nineteen in favor of allowing these "higher
legal chasers" to take part in our affairs.
This can be noted as only
one of the regularities of the election, in permitting a man to vote on
his own fate.
Jim Reed, a Senior, but whom the Senior Class mistook for a
Junior, and would not let him vote, made quite a "stirring" speech,
likewise did "Jeemes" Lang, William Rickel, and Harry R. Freeman.
The close interest these fellows showed in election affairs must be at-111-

tributable to one of two things: they had the political bee and were supporting a favorite son, or they thought perhaps the Juniors seemed to
be in dire need of some well thought out suggestions which would
cause the political sea to brighten, the clouds to disappear, the turmoil
to cease and the brightening rays of composure to once more take posseSSJOn. But alas, not so. The four Seniors, Hickel, Freeman, Lang
and Heed, and with Vice-President
Shumway presiding, made up a
quintet which for the successfulness of political operation, has not up
to this time been excelled as to the quality of political maneuvering in
their last opportunity
in a Junior Class meeting.
The Senior Class to forestall any of the men of the lower classes
presuming to "pull off anything" put a rule "over" in their class 01'ganization
to the effect that anyone taking part in any other class
meeting would be excluded.
The Junior Class had not yet arrived at
the point of experienced deliberation to take time to consider I matter
of this kind, so the opportunity of "filibustering"
was presented to our
four Senior friends and they took it. No one appeared to want a fight
over the treasurer's job, so it was unanimously tendered to Bertram
Bailey, all the other offices having two candidates.
Ben Bush, Rudolph Boyle and Will Law were also very much in
evidence in attempting to do things.
And of course it is needless to say
that Charles Garnett was present, most of the time occupying the center
of the room, making objections to this, that, and the other thing, when
he was able to get recognized by the chairman.
It remained for James
Tuttle Alford, "the compromiser." man of accurate statements and the
"Pride of Dodson," to bring order out of chaos.
After !'ll that might
be recorded, the happenings at this election were just the turning loose
of pent-up energy which had, for some little period, not been able
to assert itself.
CARL
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HANER.

B ~oettcal u'aw lReport
Once in a while judges will "drop into poetry," either original or
quoted, and the books are full of quotations from the Bible, Shakespeare,
and other classic texts; but the only case written in verse appearing in
the law reports of this country is that of State of Kansas v. Lewis, 19
Kansas, 266.
The report in verse, which immediately follows the regular report
by the official reporter, was not written by the latter, but by Eugene
F. 'Yare, who was at that time a practicing attorney at Ft. Scott,
Kan.
i\lr. Ware has since become well known as a writer and legal
author, and was lately United States Commissioner of Pensions.

IN THE SUPREME

COUHT OF KANSAS.

GEORGE LEWIS, Appellant, 'Us. TH E STATE OF KANSAS, Appellee.
Appeal from Atchison County.
SYLLABUS:

LAW-PAW;
GUILT-VVrLT.
When upon thy frame the law-places
its majesty
111 innocence, or guilt-thou
art then requi.red to wilt.
STAT£}\'IENT

OF

TlIE

CASE

sv

THE

'I'Iiis defendant,

HEPORTER:

while at large,
HI as arrested on a charge
Of burglari01ls intent,
And direct to jail he went.
But he somehou: felt misused,
And throu,th prison walls he oozed,
And in SOllie anheard-ot shape
He effected his esca /'e.
Mark .v01l, now:

Again the law
~H3-

paw-though

On dctcndant placed its paw
Like a hand of iron matt,
Alld resocked hi»: into jailWhich said jail, while so corrated;
He by sock,'ge tenure held.
'Then rhe court met, and tliev tried
Leicis up and doiun each side;
On the good ol d-t ashioned plan;
Bitt the jury cleared the uian,
Now, yOLl Ihillk thaI Ihis strange case
Ends at jliJI about thrs place.
Nay, not so. Again the law
On defenrlan] placed ils paw'This rime takes /;/11/ round the cape
For effecting an escape;
He, unable 10 give bail,
Goes reluclalltly to jail.
Lewis, tried for Ilzis last act,
Makes a special plea of fact:
"Wrongly
did Ihey II/e arrest,
"As IIlI' trial did attest;
"And while riohtf
ut!». at laroe,
.
"
"'Taken on a wrongful charge.
"I took back from them what they
"From me 'If./rongty Look away."
TVhen this special plea Teas heard,
'Thereupon the State demurred.
'The defendant then was pained
When the Court was heard to say
In a cold impassioned way"ethe demurrer is sustained."
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Back to jail did Leicis go,
But as libcrtv 'l.uas dear,
He appeals and now is here
'10 reuerse the Court below.
'1 he o-pinion will contain
All the statements that remain.

ARGUMENT

As a matter,

AND

BRIEF

OF ApPELLANT.

sir, of fact,

/lVho toas injured by our act,
Any property, Or 1Ilan?Point it out, sir, if you can.
Can you seize us when at large
On a baseless, trumped-up cliarqe ;
And if we eJcape, then say
It is crime to get awayWhen we ";ghtfully regained
/If/hat was wrongFully obtained?
Please the court, sir) iclrat is crime?
What is right, and what is icronq?
Is our freedom bitt a ,[ongOr the subject of a rhyme?
ARGUMENT

AND

BRIEF

OF ATTORNEY

FOR

/lVhen the State, that is to say,
We take liberty awayWhen the padlock and the hasp
Leaves one helpless in our grasp,
It's unlawful then that he
Even dreams of libertvWicked dreams that may in lime
Grow- and ripen into crimeCrimes 0/ dark and damning shape;
'Then, if he perchance escape,
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THE

STATE:

Evermore remorse will roll
O'er his shattered, sin-sick soul,
Please the COllrl, sir, how can
Nlanage people who get free?
REPLY

OF

we

ApPEJ,LANT:

Please the Court, sir, if it's sin,
Where does 11Irpit1lde begin?
OPINION

OF

Tli E COURT.

We-Don'
I~M akc-r--lrn»,
'1'0 interpret it as [ound,

PER

CURIAM:

We are bound

The defendant

broke away;
Tf/hen arresled he slun/ld stay.

'I'his appeal can' I be mainrained,
For the record does not show
Error in the court below,
And We nothinq can infer.
Lei rhe jlldgment be sust ained-:«
All the [ustices concur,

EXCHANGE.
By some twist of the election an old negro had been elected to the
office of justice of the peace in a little backwoods district in Tennessee.
His first case happened to be one in which the defendant asked for a
trial by jury.
When the testimony was all in the lawyers waited for
the judge to give his instructions to the jury.
The new justice seemed
embarrassed.
Finally one of the lawyers whispered to him that it was
time to charge the jury.
He Webstered one hand into the front of his
coat, Calhouned his voice, and said:
"Gent'm'n
ob de jury, sence dis am a putty
charge yo' a dollah 'n a half apie:::e."-Everyhody's.
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case, A'1l on'y
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KING,
NATHAN,

E. CLINE,
D. PERRY,
T.

FINNELL,

Q'BRYAN.

Ube <l'[ee (t[ub
"Untuhtillg
ali the chains that tie
'The hidden soul of ltarnro n v."
-~fIILTON.

The closing of the school year of 1910-11 of the Kansas City School
of Law will record another epoch in the history of that institution, which
even the oblivion of time will be unable to erase from its chronicles.
Impress the fo]lowjng date firmly in your mind, because it is as important for you to know this date as it is for you to remember the date
of enactment of the "Statute of De Denis."
Saturday, March 25th, 1911, and at 6:30 p. m.-that's
it. That',
what'?
vVhy, that's the time when the K. C. L. S. G. C. was organized.
Now Iisten ; I'm going to tell you what K. C. L. S. G. C. is emblematic
of. Get ready:
"Kansas City Law School Glee Club."
Hoorah I
Let's all shout at the top of our voices and pitch our outcry seven
octaves higher than Caruso's top note. Whoopee ~~~
Considering the fact that the organization of the "Kansas City
Law School Glee Club" is the first venture of its kind in this school, and
reflecting upon the most valuable asset of this organization to the school
as well as to the additional inspiration of school spirit we shall receive,
and of this we cannot obtain too much, the writer believes that the above
expressed enthusiasm is not too bighly extolled or overreached.
The faculty most generously provided the Club with a first-class
and competent instructor, Miss Gertrude Graham, to whom we know a
great part of the Success of this organization
will be accredited.
At her
studio has the Glee Club met every Wednesday evening to work diligently and industriously in order to master the sonatas and canzonets
(not Jaws) as "expounded"
by Miss Graham.
"We know that Apollo swept such harmony from the lyre that the
1istening gods were charmed and the world acclaimed him deity of song.
We know that Orpheus with magic strain led rocks and trees and beasts
to follow him and so enthralled the underworld that angels gazed thereon
with envy.
We know that Timorheus with wondrous melody subdued
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the riotous Alexander, awoke within his haughty soul emotions high as
heaven and instincts low as hell and with a skillful change of chord displaced upon the monarch's lips a sigh of pity with a curse of hate.
We
know that David drew from his enthrancing
harp a concord that dispelled the gloom about the brow of Saul and flooded Israel's palaces
with the laughter of music and the joy of song.
We know that when
Cecel ia sang angels were fascinated and men enraptured.
We know that
Eleanor's
troubadours
at Antioch bewitched the Syrian air with the
ballads of the South and lightened the horrors of the Second Crusade.
We know that Palestrina,
Handel,
Mozart, Beethoven,
and the rest
have vastly elevated man with symphonies sublime.
But we know that
if all of these were combined into one gorgeous rhapsody by a master
greater than those who as yet have lived, it would equal not the touching
cadence and the simple majesty of songs rendered by the Kansas Citv
Law School Glee Club."
Long live the K. C. 1.. S. G. C.
Jos .. M.

GOLDBLATT, '11.

SHUMW AY, HARVEY & ~cGINNISS,
CLASS
Plain

and

NOTABTES.

Fanc v Notarying

done at all

hours.

WE S'tRTVE 'to PLEASE.
Prom-pt and

efficient

service

cheerfully

liVe also do Ilotarying
absoliltely

NOTE.-Our

assured

or money

refunded.

on tliirt v days' trial.

glwranteed.

i\Ir. Shumway

Satisfaction

Co me and see us.

answers aJl night calJs.
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THE JOLLY TESTATOR WHO MAKES HIS OWN WILL.
AN OLD

ENGLISH

BALLAD.

Ye lawyers who live lIpon litigants' fees,
And who need a good many 10 live at YOllr ease;
Grave or gay, wise or witty) iohate'er your degree,
Plain stuff or Qlleen's Counsel, take counsel of me:
liVhen a festive occasion your spirit unbends,
You should nerer forget the profession's best friends;
So u.e'll send round the wine, and a light bumper fill
'to the jolly testator who makes his own will.

He premises his wish and his purpose to save
All dispute among friends when he's laid in his grave;
'then he straightway proceeds more disputes to create
'than a long surntner's day would give time to relate,
He writes and erases, he blunders and blots,
He produces such puzzles and Gordian knots,
'that a lawyer, intending to frame the thing ill,
Couldn't matcli the testator who makes his own will.

'testators are good, but a feeling mare tender
Springs up when I think of the feminine gender!
'the testatrix for me, who, like 't elemaque' smother,
Unweaves at one lime 7.f:}W! she wove at another;
She bequeaths, she repeatt, she recalls a donation,
A nd ends by revoking her own reuocation;
Still scribbling or scratching some new codicil,
Oh! success to the woman who makes her own will.

'r:tisn't easy to saYl 'mid her varying vapors,
What scraps should be deemed testamentary papers.
'Tisn'] easy from these her intention to find,
liVhen perhaps she herself never knew her own mind.
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Every srcp 111017~e take, there arises fresh trouble,
!J rlie legacy lapsed?
1J ir Jingle Or double?
No customer brings so muc]: grisl to the lIlill
As Ihe ""eallhy old teo man who makes her 0",,12 will.
'the law decides questions 0/ tueu m and tuum,
By kindly consenting /0 make the thing suu m ;
'the Aesopian fable il7SlTIIClhJely tells,
,Vhat becomes of the oysters, and who gets the sliells;
'the leaarccs starve, bl/t 11Ielau.vers are fed;
'The Seniors IIlI"e rides, the .l uniors have bread;
'the available surplus of course will be nil,
Froi» the worth r testators icho make their own will.
YOIt had better pay loll ichen I'OV take to the road,
'than at rcm pt by a by-isav to reach your abode;
YOIt
had better elllploy a conveyancer's hand,
'than enc ou nter the risk that yovr ,uilt shouidn": st and,
From the broad beaten track u.hen the traveler strays,
He llIay land in a bOil or be lost in a maze;
And the taw, when defied, will avenge itself stili,
On the ilion and the uo man ,dw make their own will.

IN BANKRUPTCY.
Mr. Todd-Miss
Patton, what does "Persons" include in the Bankrupt Act '?
Miss Patton (knowingly)-Persons
include corporations, partnerships and all parties who are interested in the proceedings.
Mr. Todd-You
have left out the most important one.
Miss Patton-Well,
I said all parties who were interested, and that
would include "women."
Stage whisper (rom the rear of the room-, Tell him "man embraces
WOIl1an."

Miss Patton (retorting also in a stage whisper)gets a chance.
(And all this in Bankruptcy.)
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Yes, whenever he

ECKED out in splendor was old mother earth.
Fleecy
flakes filled the air and beat against the- glowing cheek of
the traveler; the heavens were heavy with the white splendol'; all nature seemed to be pntting its whole soul into
the artistic weaving of the warp and woof of this mantle of
glory.

In a dark, dank corner of some old wardrobe sat a pair of
rubbers.
Rubbers?
Yes, just plain, common, ordinary,
every day,
patient rubbers and well-worn rubbers at that-with
heels extendingwell everywhere and nowhere-with
toes that used to be toes, but now
(Oh now') nothing but the frayed material left where once was a well
rounded shining surface.
And these rubbers, in their dotage, had a great
desire to go forth into the world of their youth and see how civilization
had retarded since their entombment.
How could civilization have advanced when two useful creatures had been pushed back out of the light
and left there, their usefulness decaying?
"Wretched
weather'
Great whales and little fishes, where on
earthOh, yes, under the couch-No,
not there.
Now. look at the
dust'
Blankety blank blank! ,', In the bottom of my trunk-Great
Caesar, where, oh where could I ever have put those rubbers?
Whv, to
be sure.
In this wardrobe-under
this laundry-with
those cravats.
Not there,-not
there'
I will be late-I
will be late.
Ah, presto'
what have we here (unceremoniously grabbing our ancient friends, upon
which they uttered a squeak of surprise)?
Thunder
and Iightning I
Are those rubbers, or did they just used to be?-Ah,
well, I can't possibly
weather this storm without Some protection for these patent leathers, so
here goes."
And our friends assume a most dignified position upon the
feet of a youth, from which station they smile broadly and as brightly
as the dust, souvenir of time long past, would allow them.
Grabbing a heavy, yellow sheepskin book (looking none the more
worn for want of study; indeed looking as though its pages had not yet
been cut so busy was the owner in gleaning knowledge froln its covers),
down their withered cheeks?
After fear had subsided somewhat, and
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Our friends descended a pair of steps, the deep carpet on which sent
tingles of pleasure into the "ery fringe of the toes of the rubbers.
Happi ly sang the rubbers.
Open and slam a door, and they stand forth into a most glorious
world.
White, white, white.
"Vas it a wedding?
Once in their lives,
had the ancient couple attended a wedding.
And what a rainbow of
color the moon coaxed from the icicles hanging on post and pillar; and
what a different moon I Why, since these old people had made their
last pilgrimage into the open, the moon and the world must have made
up and become good friends, for there, was that not the moon within
only a few feet of the surface of the earth'?
And it used to be up,
up so high in the sky and wouldn't give a poor rubber the satisfaction
of sending one gleam of light on its shiny surface.
Or was that an electric light?
In the recess of that old wardrobe wee bits of conversation
had made its way, and sometimes the old people had listened to long
protracted
meetings on the question of electricity and its use. Well,
perhaps that was an electric light.
And the world, why was it decked
out in regal glory?
But at last all thought of beauty vanished.
For
was it not all that our friends could do to withstand the effect on their
backs (insteps) of the cold, cold snow.
My, what an ache-evidently
time had told upon the physical condition of the rubbers for at each
step a cry of protest escaped their closely pressed tongues.
At last
the pain was too great for rubber endurance, and the body of one of
our friends snapped in twain.
But on, on they plodded.
At last they were ushered into a church-well,
maybe a churchat least all the stars of heaven had been plucked and set up in the
great dome of the building.
But maybe those were electric lights also.
You can never tell what has happened after an absence of ten years,
maybe your rich uncle has returned or maybe you have passed the bar
exam or-well,
maybe anything.

The poor couple, quaking

with fear because of the noisy greeting>
exchanged among the members of the congregation,
were jerked from
off the patent leathers, and they huddled together, for protection perhaps (and who wouldn't need protection in such a church), under one
of the seats in the church, and shed tears of loneliness.
For among
this vast number of worshipers, were they not wholly unknown and
unremembered?
Or was it only the melting snow that was trickling
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they had succeeded in swallowing
those great sobs that persisted in
choking up into their throats, the rubbers allowed their poor old nearsighted eyes to roam around the church.
What a queer church I There
were the stained glass windows bearing an inscription, 11101'e like that
supposed to be on an Information
Bureau "FOR INFORJ\IATION
SEE'; than a motto that would adorn a church window.
Yes, and
there was the rostrum, guiltless of any adornment to be sure, yet still
it was a rostrum ; and there was the Bible, looking rather strange in
its garb of yellow sheepskin, but a Bible's a Bible for a' that and a' that.
But what a queer inscription on the Bible.
"Tiedeman on Real Property."
Why, what was the matter'?
Wasn't
that a Bible?
Then
why was the preacher (that short, mustached, pious little man, with the
big voice and the eyes that see everything) reading from its pages. and
what was it he was saying~

*

"Dower is the right
*" *" Dower'?-Oh,
yes, there are
Greek words in the Bible, and of course "Stupid," that is a Greek word.

* * *"

"Curtesy is the right
Curtesy, curtesy ~ Where-s-Oh,
to be sure, that has something to do with ladies and knight errantry.
"Gentlemen, gentlelnen, gentlemen, now this is no place to play.
Anyone who does not want to listen may leave right now."
Evidently
that impressive minister has no fear of any influence his words might
have on the contribution box.
"Dinkelspiel
versus Wobelbiller,
198 Siam 600.
Dinkelspiel ~
Was he a disciple?
Was he-e-Siam?
One of the Books of the Bible.
"What was the citation?"
"Say T-,
dcd you say 198~"
"Please
repeat."
Such behavior in a church I When our friends had last attended a revival meeting everyone sat real still and let the preacher do
all the talking whether they bel ieved him or not.
"That's
what I said."
And a thunder cloud passed over and
darkened the features of that worthy minister.
And all that from the
pillar of the church I
At last the strain on the old people's nerves became too great, and
sweet slumber closed their eyes and wrapped them in her silent cloak,
ere they (the rubbers) shriek out in pure misery.
Oh, on slept the
rubbers.
A twist and a painful jerk, and again the rubbers assumed that
position of dignity, somewhat awry this time, upon the patent leathers.
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Smiles and uproar, uproar and smiles. Pleased was that congregation
as it filed out of the dimly lighted vestry into the bright light of the
corridor, for the sweetest words e'er told had just been spoken-"In
conclusion,

Gentlemen."
A.

CLAIRE

HUMBROCK.

THE CUR SITU DES.
Cursed are the poor in cash; for they shall receive duns.

Cursed are they that study not; for they shall be flunked.

Cursed are they that procrastinate; for they shall inherit nothing.

Cursed are they that do have a thirst after class hour; for they shall
stand before the bar.
Cursed are they that smoke in class; for they shall surely know Todd.

Cursed are the noisy; for an empty wagon maketh the most noise and
. an empty brain containeth nothing.

Cursed are they that write notes in class; for they shall inherit the
wrath of the janitors.
Cursed are they who cram for exams; for their papers containeth
nothing but dishonest 10'S.

Cursed are the tardy ones; for their qUIz class grades shall be 0
(nought).
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�be :fSaUast
J]\IE is a versatile artist.

Some, in her efflux, she paints with
furrowed brow and the soft beauty of sorrow.
For others,
she dips her brush of years into a pot of gold and traces a
figure-happy,
prosperous, content.
In a goodly spirit of
generosity she had been kind to convict No. 9918, and
so John Tracy stepped forth from behind the cold, gray
prtson walJs-a
free man-untinged
with the usual hang-dog air of a
felon, and in appearance, unmarked by the injustice he had suffered.
The heavy iron doors clicked behind him; the warden shouted his
parting "God-speed, John," and he was truly alone. Even as every purposeless traveler eventually retraces his steps or aimlessly wanders in a
circle, so 9918's steps turned in the direction of the shadowy East, his
fanner home.
On the train he mused and perhaps brooded over the harsh fate that
had condemned him to prison. Once he and his inseparable friend, Blaine
Duncan, had loved and contended honorably for the same girl.
She,
heiress of a banker, their mutual employer, had seemed to smile on Tracy
with the smile that cannot be misread, but at the crucial moment the
State Examiners discovered a shortage in the bank's assets.
The responsibility was limited to her father, Duncan and himself.
The banker's
reputation saved him hOlTI suspicion.
A peculiar and unfortunate combination of circumstances threw suspicion on Tracy,
Therefore, in a short time the case was called, "State
vs. Tracy."
Perhaps, as this story will reveal, a better title would have
been "Love vs. Honor."
At the trial acquittal hinged on the hitherto
unquestioned veracity of Duncan.
The little lawyer Tracy had retained
peered over his silver-rimmed spectacles and finally settled his eyes on
Duncan's face. His thin voice wavered and then, "State whether you
know, or not, who caused this shortage?"
This was the test put to Duncan, the man.
Truly,

"life

and death

are in the power
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of the tongue."

There

was no hesitation.
Perhaps the pnze was too great, the booty too
precIOus. Love triumphed over honor.
He lied, "I do not."
After a
short deliberation the jury returned the expected' verdict of "guilty," and
the full statutory penalty of ten years was given the prisoner.
That had been a decade previous but here was a free man once
more. He was not the same Tracy, except for the omnipresent man-Jove
inherited in him, which had been too great and too permanent for any
ordeal to alter. His ideals were not so perfect nor were his dreams quite
so sanguine.
Moreover his whole being was flushed and obsessed with a
new element-a
savagely aboriginal desire for revenge.
At last he arrived at his old town and turned his face toward the
old homestead.
He cut across the consecrated hurial ground.
There he
paid his reverence to his departed father and mother, and thanked his
God that they had not lived to see him a convict.
He continued home.
His thoughts there and his arising emotions are too sacred to be recorded
and read by the rabble.
He turned toward the Main street of the town and there observed
that the crowds, as if with a single purpose, were all headed the same
way. He joined the masses and was to all appearances one of them.
Nevertheless he could not throw off the aroma of prison taint and felt
himself to be a man apart.
Now he stood before the great Amusement
park. He parted with some of the blood money he had received as prison
librarian and entered. An aviation meet was in progress, in which, he
read the advertisement,
"The scientific principle that heavier-than-air
machines can defy all forces, either centrifugal or gravity, will be demonstrated."
Tracy wandered down on the field amid the sheds and hangars.
He was vitally interested, for although these were th~ first aeroplanes
he had ever actually beheld, he knew every part of them, by reason of
his intense reading while in the prison.
The huge man-birds were rising
gracefully and soaring in every direction.
He longed with all his characteristic intensity that he might be in one.
Tn due time the last event on the program card was reached.
Tracy
read it was to be an ascent and complete somersault
in mid-air by
Amateur Aviator Duncan and one assistant.
He choked down his emotions and feverishly strode over to the hangar.
There his misgivings were
fulfilled.
The aviator was his erstwhile friend.
In the shed all was
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consternation.
The assistant had not appeared and without him the
flight was impossible.
Unrecognized,
Tracy, seeing an opportunity
for
revenge, volunteered and after convincing the promoters of his competency, was accepted.
He observed that the aeroplane was unusual in one respect.
From
the back of the double seat to the extreme rear end of the car ran a pair
of tracks bearing a truck, weighted with a 150 pound sack of sand.
The idea was merely to push the weight to the back of the car
and that end would sink, and the other end would rise. Then let the
engines bring the lower end clear around to a normal position and thus
complete the air-set. Tracy's duty was merely to control the position of
the sack of sand.
The aeroplane ran swiftly along the field with increasing velocity
and gaining added momentum until it finally left the ground and with
nose pointed upward attained a height of a thousand feet.
There a
spiral glide was attempted, but the sharp swerve broke loose the fastenings of the sand and it fell to earth.
It appeared that science was to be
cheated of its trial for a somersault.
But Duncan was too determined.
He turned to his assistant, and then for the first time recognized Tracy.
He started with surprise, then surpressed his excitement,
and spoke:
"John, her father did it; I lied to save her the shame.
We're married
now and happy.
I am sorry only for your suffering.
Can you forgrve me '?"
Tracy turned, looked him over, refused the proffered hand, and
spat full in his face.
Flushed with shame and mortification,
Duncan
half rose to a precarious position.
Then he subordinated his own desire
to the desire to continue his scientific task. He commanded:
"Change
seats."
Tracy inquired why.
"Because one of us must crawl back on
the tracks and take the place of the ballast."
Duncan really believed that the feat could be executed with safety
to both. Tracy, with a quick mental analysis of the chances, saw that it
. could not; saw that it meant death to one of them. But still-for
her
sake-he
refused to move; refused to let her husband rush headlong on
to his death.
With vengeance so easily in his grasp, his control was
wonderful-a
remarkable exhibition.
However,

Duncan

insisted

that one of them must go, so they re-131-

solved to let the flip of a coin decide. In the narrow space between them
on the seat board, Duncan clapped down a silver dollar, his other hand
all the while holding the engine's throttle steady.
"Heads," called Tracy.
Knowing that the God of his fathers in all His justice stil l prevailed, No. 9918 knew instinctively before he looked at the coin that he
had won. ,He slid his hand under Duncan's and the contact was revolting. He took the dollar.
"Heads" it was. He started to change seats,
then his manhood and man-love triumphed over his savage instincts of
revenge. "You win," he whispered and tossed the coin to the earth.
Slowly he crawled on hands and knees to the back of the car, and
it sank rapidly beneath his weight.
At last the ship stood perpendicular
in mid-air.
Then Duncan pulled the throttle wide open to raise the lowered end of the machine and complete the air-set. There was no response.
Tracy's weight was too much. The car began to drop. Then No. 9918
proved that his love was greater, his heart purer and his manhood
nobler; he dropped.

*

*

*

*"

*

*

*

Science had been satisfied.
Curiosity was appeased; the air-set had
been completed.
The test was perfect.
Duncan descended successfully.
But he found on alighting a mangled form.
He took off his cap in the
presence of the dead, that bloody heap was the remains of No. 99l8The Ballast.
Perhaps it was only a coincidence that the coin fell in front of
Duncan's hangar, and at the feet of her whom John Tracy had loved.
It was still "heads up."
HARRY L. JACOBS.

TO GAGE.
Believe me, if that engaginq, stceet smile
Could be gauged by a qirl of innocent zuile
She would readily gage her faith 'gains! its guile,
And two were enqaqed in a verv short while.
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TEN LITTLE STUDENTS.
Ten small law sll/denls, a friendship combine,
One gOI acqllainled ioit]: Biackst one, then there were nine.
Nine small law stu denr: bllrnillg midllight oil till late,
One passed rlte Sales Exam, then there were eight.
Eight small law st adenrs; Ihollght they were ill heaven,
One went to the banquet; then there were seven.
Seven small law stnd enrs, plilling ill conscientious
One fellow flllnked, then there were six.

licks,

Sic' small law stu dents, in the troubled sea of Lu niorzx did dive,
0/16 was drowned in Eqllity, then there 7cere five.
Five small law stu dent s

Oil

the teachers barred the door,

One was called to 7I8 Commerce BlIilding,

then there were [our.

F our small law srudenrs sang "Nearer, My God, to 'I'hee,"
One strained his voice, then there were three.
'I'hree sm~111law stu dent s; their tuition became due,
One couldn't pay it, then there 7(:ere blit two.
'I'wo small law students started ou: to have same [un,
One got married, then there was bu: one.
One small law student, more wisdom had he than M on,
He took the Bar Exam, then there were none.
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A.

H.

ANSWERS

TO

INQUIRERS.

The names and addresses of persons seeking informa tion should be
given when addressing this department.
This is not wanted for publication, but as an evidence of good faith.
Questions

asked by the following

able on this page:
Maude-No,

are either indefinite

or unanswer-

L. M. B.; J. Bond; Will ie vVinn.
Breisch's

with curlers.
Helen J.-For

Fitzsimon's

envelopes.
A. Newlywed--No,
quite subdued.
Lucinda-Yes,

hair is not naturally

Jackson

curly.

He does it up

recipe for sleep, send six self-addressed
is not a dude.

we have but one student,

quiz I. D. Cline is very popular.
Senior--The
full dress coat that

He's married

now and

R. E. Cline, but during

Mr. Todd

wore at the banquet

was not rented, as it was formerly a vest.
Anxious Mother-Yes,
Mr. Lowe is a Sunday

school teacher

and

would be pleased to have your son join his class.
O. I. C.-You
are absolutely correct.
Geo. Meyer hasn't been able
to grasp the point in a joke since he returned from St. Joe two years ago.
I. Wanta Know-Through
the aid of a private detective we found
Mr. W. C. Bell to be working for Walker & Street.
Miss Curious- -Tbe red-headed party to whom you refer is Mr.
Steele.
Mrs. Brown-Yes,

indeed, any of us can tell you how to get rid of

your husband.
Please state your income.
K. C. Barber College-We
shall see to it at once that Mr. Nathan
pays you a visit.
Ima Rube-For

the love of Mike, yes, we have about forty farmers

in the Freshman class.
Elsie-Yes,
mam, !VIr. J. F. O'Brian has a desk all his own.
Sleep-That
slow fellow in the class is Mr. Cauldwell.
You see,
he went to sleep with Mr. Winkle, and is still a little stif], (?)
K. C. A. C.-We
are pushing Mr. T. Bancroft for the white man's
hope.
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1. M. Wise-The
truth of the matter
good a grocery clerk to make a lawyer.

is this:

Joker-J\lr.
Franke takes the law so seriously
those bum jokes to keep from crying.
P. Connor-Yes,
some ti me to come.

J\1r. Harline

is too

that he has to spring

Mr. Connor, we expect it will be dry with us for

Miss Jealous-The
good looking gentleman of whom you speak is
Mr. Baltis.
Quite a likely looking youth, is he not?
G. G. G.-M r. R. Perry is the orator of the class. He is now in
competition with ;\[r. Dillenbeck, having a studio just across the hall.
Absent Student-You
are right, Mr. Gage has the mumps, and from
what we can learn we hear he is quite swelled up about it.
Tied Up-There
this page.

are too many married men in the class to name on

A Father-vVe
have two or three school teachers in the class. At
present Mr. Pierce and Mr. Mellott are preparing children to enter kindergarten, and furthermore I think from what you say your five-year-old
child is too far advanced to accompl ish much from these instructors.
Mrs. G. H. Jones--The
reason your son doesn't get home until 12
or 1 o'clock on the evenings he attends school is for this reason: after the
lecture the boys ::111get together and discuss law points and discuss cases,
and as there is alway so very much to cover it makes it rather late when
we finish.
Your son is doing fine work in school, and should with a
little more experience make a good lawyer.

Mr. .Powel l-c--How is the marriage
Weintroub-i-Bv
marriage.
Mr. Powell-How
dissolved?
Weintraub-By
divorce.

relation

Mr. Poweli-If

should

one of the parties

established?

die, would

that dissolve

.It 'I.

Weintroub-s-Oh,
legally.

J thought

you meant
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how would

it be dissolved

ZCbejfresbnlen
HE Freshmen

Class of "1913"
entered the Kansas City
School of Law at the same time the school moved into its
new quarters.
It seems but just that such preparation
should be made for the enrollment
of so great a class,
but this was not all, our capacity for learning was' so
great that the faculty doubled 'the time, as well as the
work given to all past classes.
Of course we do not wish to praise ourselves, but this is the one
undisputed
fact, that this class embodies all of the great minds of a
century.
Our modesty, even as much as our natural backwardness
to
boast, prevents us from showing our many brilliant qualities.
One of the
many faults to be found in the past classes, is the vain habit of praising
themsel ves beyond comprehension.
Was ever this Freshmen class found
guilty of such an act?
NEVER!
We may be the brightest class that
ever studied Blackstone. we may be the only class that brought forth so
much praise from the faculty, we may be the only class that ever surpassed the bounds of knowledge, but still considering this intelligence
we deem it far below our dignity to proclaim facts which should be left
to the common sense and judgment of others.
We can safely say without fear of criticism, that this collection of
learned minds will universally be known as the peer of all the Freshmen
classes that ever graced the halls of ANY law school.
On the opening night, we were somewhat surprised at the conduct of
the upper-classmen
and from that moment on it was one of the
ambitions of the Freshmen Class to avoid such ungentlemanly
actions.
And have we not lived up to our ambition?
We feared at that time
the Seniors or Juniors would attempt to haze us, but after looking over
this wonderful class they could readily See that our athletic abilities, as
well as our minds, were fully developed and so even the combination of
the two classes would not even dare to think of such a thing.
Was there ever a class spirit so keen as the one which existed in the
Freshmen class'? Were there ever programs so neatly arranged and so
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smoothly carried out'!
'Vas there ever a class whose strength did not lie
in the intelJ igence of one or two of the classmen?
Was there eve:
a class who possessed mare business-like ability'?
Not until the enroll.
merit of the class of "1913" was this manifest in the minds of the faculty
and upper-classmen, but now, who can doubt even the remotest detail of
that which has been mentioned?
Wc'Il admit Our class was larger than those which had gone before
us, but did we not proportionately
have more "Thomas .Ietfersons,"
"Patrick Henrys" and the like; and we challenge any law school class
in the world to meet its equal.
We're just FHESHMEN,

but "HEHE'S

TO ALL."
FRED

IN THE
I. M,

CIHCUIT

LOVESlCK,

E.

COUHT OF JACKSON
COUNTY,
JANUARY
TEHM, 1911.

BREISCII.

MISSOUHI.

Plailltiff,

vs.
SE~DEM

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY,

Defendant.

Plaintiff states that he was damaged by the willful neglect of duty
on the part of the employes or agents of defendant company, as follows, to-wi t :
"To mental anguish, pain, suffering, anxiety and being separated
from his sweetheart, Anna J\lay Spoon, the first day fifteen dollars, the
second day fifty dollars, the third day seventy dollars, and finally on
the fourth day, it became so intense that plaintiff states that he was
damaged in the sum of one hundred dollars."
Therefore plaintiff prays judgment
against the defendant
above Sum together with his costs in this behalf expended.

I.

WlI,L

in the

LOSE,

Atty. for Plaintiff
•
(NoTE.--The
above quoted portion is, with the except;--:1 of the
name used, an exact copy of a part of a petition in a case now pending in
the Jackson County Circuit Court.)
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B~~ressat fresbman (tlass meeting
Thomas

W. King of the Freshman

Class delivered

the fol lowing

address at an open session of the class organization:
"First, is the close application and perseverance that each of us should
gi ve, in the readi ng of the cases, and the studying of the text as has been
urged upon us by the' faculty.
Each of us who were at the banquet
given at the Coates House remember how eloquently and forcibly Gen.
Boyle impressed upon our minds the importance of not wasting any time.
You doubtless remember how he said that he looked back upon his life
with regret and remorse, when he was compelled to think of the time he
had wasted.
Although Gen. Boyle has reached a very high standard
in his career, both in a political way (as he served the people of the iceat
state of Kansas as their Attorney General, with distinction and honor.
both to himself and his party), and in a professional way (as he ha,
built up for himself in Kansas City, in only six years, a practice that
could be envied by any attorney here), and why,?-because
he applied
himself when at Ann Arbor Law School, and took advantage of his opportunities; and he regrets that he wasted any time.
"I tell you gentlelnen, we will feel OUf weakness and inability and
lack of application and perseverance more keenly, when we start out to
battle against the strong and brilliant and cultivated minds of those able
attorneys who will oppose us in actual practice.
"And the second duty that I feel is resting upon us is almost if not
equally as important ; and that duty is the one each of us owe ourselves,
in furthering the work of our Class Society, which we organized at the

•

beginning of our school.
"I do not know that any of you feel as sensibly and keenly as I do
'the lack of ability to address an audience, or to attempt to handle a
subject logically and intelligently
before the public, but I do know that
the advantages to be gained in lll~ny ways by a society organized for the
purpose of debating and handling a subject intelligently,
and forcibly,
and impressively to your hearers, is one of the most valuable and needful
assets to a student of the law.
Right here upon this platform. fellow
students, we have the opportunity
to strengthen and develop our ability
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as public speakers and debaters, as [nany before us have done, and we are
all aware of the fact that three years' hard work in this Society will be
valuable to us in our future career in the practice of the law.
"Our work this year has already taught us that we are falling
short of what might be done, and 1 am thoroughly convinced that this
anxiety to do more and 1110re, will increase as we progress, and as we
have already been warned by those who have achieved success not to
waste our opportunities, let us take their sage advice, and try to accomplish the very most we can, that we Illay render later in life a larger
service to those who 111av trust us and have confidence in our ability."

•

A Senior after the State Bar Exam.
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THE

A, B, C's OF THE J(TJ'\JOR CLASS.

A ir fer Jrhton and Alford too,
TVhenever they speak; you knou: it's t rue.
B is for Baiie v; Butcher and Block,
'T1,e l.ttter k aoios oil abour rcalty stock,
C is for COllison and Cul p, by the ·Ray,
'They'll both be present, but jllst one will stay.
D is Dcarlicraq« 'cith bea"ty so rare,
He's a pcntlclIlan 100, so uctcare ! girls,

beu.are !

E is for c.trncst , ·~clti(h none J8Cm to be,
Especially on qu}: nights of Agency.
F is Fitzgibbon

tclto ieorks every

day)

He still finds time to study and play.
G is for the Geryes and also Garnett,
'True aspirants for diplomas, yOll can [us: bet.

•

H is for Howard so good at a qui z ;
He'll often lise an invention of his .
I stands for immaterial and irrelevant,
'The girls can define these if the boys can't.
'The Jones and Jacobs they all begin with J
Don't

know

where

they're

going,

but are on their

K is for K else)', a respectable married man,
And so is K for Kennedy, who'll marry if he

Cali.

L is represented by Lang and L,W, if you please,
And both together don't make the whole cheese.
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'U)/lY.

Down Ike roll 10 111 and the 111's begin to quiver,
By the time tlu:v are calJed on, they're all in a shiver.
11' stands for "No" just before "Smoking"
And IIIoSt of the boys think this is provoking.

o

is for omen ichicl: makes

liS

all sad,

I\speciaJJy 'when '1odd is rhe sllbslltllie

for Ladd.

P brgim prelty, patience and perfection,
TVe all have a pori Ion and that's no objection.

Q is for question and also for q1liz,
And a ,guess at the anstoer is aZ,01l1icb a: it is.
R is for Reed whose vocabulary

is sucl:

Tt makes SO!!!e of rhc,» Ihlnk they don't know much.

S is for Shamballgh,

a nice y01lng [ell oro,
You ask and see if he can't play the cello.

'1 is for '111rgeon
a M1Ifjer
at most,
,
.
But lhis little rhyme is not meant for a roast.
U is for lise, of the days long gone past
We met it in Blackslone, term before last,
Vi et armis will soon pass away
And peace will hold ever a world-wide

sway.

TV stands for an abstracter named White,
f,flllO knows exactly when a title is right.
X and Yare not with us, at all,
Wait, thev are coming next [ali,

Z is for Zimmerman,

last b1lt not least,

And of course y01l are glad this rhyming
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has ceased.

"A .YlODERN GETTYSBURG

SPEECH."

Four times two and seven years ago, the founders brought forth in
this city a new law school, conceived if! the idea that a few men can
learn the law, and dedicated to the proposition that all men can pay
tuition.
Now we, the student body, are engaged in a great struggle, testing
whether that law school, or any law school so conceived and so dedicated,
can long endure our presence or teach us the law.
We are meeting each evening to perform the great tasks set before
us. We have come to whittle and mark up that portion of these old
chairs and tables that were occupied as a resting place by those who here
gave their money and time, that this law school might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this, if it can be done without
the observance of the faculty.
But in a larger sense, we cannot desecrate, we cannot dilapidate, we
cannot hollow out these old chairs and tables. The brave men, living and
dead, who carved their initials here, have defaced them far above our poor
power to add or detract.
The faculty will little note nor long remember
what we say here, but it can never forget what marks and pictures they
made here. It is for us, the present student body, rather to proceed here
to the unfinished work, which they who whittled and marked have so
nobly advanced.
I t is rather for us to devote our time to the great task
remaining before us, that from these honored graduates we take increased devotion to that cause for which they here gave the full measure
of their time and devotion; that we here highly resolve that these said
graduates and Bunkers have not been here in vain, but that this law
school shall, under the reign of Dean Ellison, have to have a new coat of
paint on its furniture each year to cover up our initials and the initialof those who have gone before us.
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"HOW TO FIND
N.

J.

THE LAW."

JOHNSOO<,

, I l.

The week beginning December 12, ]910, we were highly entertained
and instructed in "How to Find the Law," by Mr. H. S. Daly of Chicago.
Three hours were added to our regular weekly schedule and it can be
safely said that to a large majority of the Class of ' I I it would have been
a welcomed addition even for the entire year.
While three hours would
appear almost insignificant in learning how to find the law, especially
considering the fact that we expect to ever remain its students-never
rising to the dignity of masters-yet
to such a fine point was his system
reduced and so concise was he in his dri 11, that a vast amount of useful
and almost indispensable information was obtained.
The first evening was spent in outlining the work in genera] and in
emphasizing the necessity of kEowing how to find the law quickly.
The
remaining evenings were employed in finding cases in point from descriptive words and phrases, supplementing
text-books and encyclopaedias,
etc., etc. The final evening of the series was given over entirely to Mr.
Daly, the subject of Real Property being postponed, and the management
is to be complimented on thus affording us an opportunity of getting the
greatest possible benefit from M r. Daly's inexhaustible
storehouse of
learning and experience.
The energy with which he pursued the work
and his wiJlingness and desire to aid those who failed to grasp t-he idea
quicklv, together with his charming personality, created a very favorable
impression upon the class and it gave cause for regret that his stay with
us was thus limited.
Not only did NIr. Daly prove himself a master in finding the law
and imparting his knowledge to others. but in elocution as well. His recital of "The Cloudy Day" and "Not Now" struck the right chord and
in very few words conveyed volumes of good and lasting advice.
We have no doubt that within a few years copies of the Centennial,
Decennial and Key Number Series will be in the library of every practicing Senior, but should, perchance, this not be the case the reason
acsig~ahle will he other than lack of worth.
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The Earliest Report of the
Decisions of
The Missouri Supreme Court
and the Courts of Appeals
Is given in the weekly issues of the Southwestern Reporter. These weekly issues are included
in a subscription for the current bound volumes
of the

Missouri Edition
Consider Also the Cost
During 1910 there were published 17 volumes
of the Missouri Supreme and Appeals Reports,
costing $28.05---without any advance sheets.
The Missouri Edition, containing every case in
full, made three volumes and cost $16.50 including advance sheets, which keep you up
with the Court instead of six months behind.
You serve your own interest by finding out all
the details in regard to the two systems. Write
for particulars.

West Publishing Company
St. Paul, Minnesota

0j====================!0
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1\1r. Mohn (stating the facts
shot at him once in the air."
11r. Gage-Does
agency'?
Mr. Pypes-Yes.

111

State

CIS.

Deit;:;):

it require greater or less testunony

"Well,

he

to prove

Mr. Todd-NIr.
Rogers, if property is not easily susceptible of
division when widow brings action for admeasurement of dower, how
15 her dower determined ~
Mr. Hogers-Why,
by morality tables.
Mr. Eberly-Is
it a trespass for a man to dig down two hundred
feet and then tunnel under another's land ~
Chorus of Wise Freshies-Yes.
Extra Wise One-Is
it trespass when a cow pokes its head through
the fence~
Mr. Eberle-e-I think so.
Pause.
Then came the clear, ringing tones of Mr. Codding, of Kansas:
"How about chickens roosting on a fence?"
Pew-What
Cannon-A

constitutes a battery?
pitcher and catcher.

Mr. Powell (in Domestic Relations )-What
IS the difference between marriage contracts and contracts generally'?
O. R. O'Bryan-s-Marriagc contracts are not assignable.
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LAWYERS

Jaccard's

ET AL
Should Bank with

KANSAS

Makers

Commerce Trust
Company

of

CITY

Class Pins, Fraternity

Emblems and Medals.
of Fine Engraved
Commencement

Creators

Stationery
Invitations

for
and

Correspondence.

We pay you 2<;1(1 on your checking account, and 3(!c on
Savings

Samples

Upon

Request

Safe Deposit Boxes, $2.50 Yearly

Capital and Surplus, $1,250,000

Jaccard Jewelry Co.

Deposits, $8,000,000

COMMERCE

BUILDING

KANSAS

01'==========::00

CITY. MO.

0i========::E l
h

NI r. Codding, "the gentleman from Kansas" in the Freshman class,
is said to be the author of a treatise which criticises in a masterful way
the scope of the law of the entire world.
Mr. Codding-vVhat
makes Mr. Baltis look so sad~
Mr. Finnell-He
is laughing at once of Jay Lee's jokes.
Mr. Pew (in beginning his course in the Freshman
"I generally handle this subject by quizzing myself."

class)

1\1r. Pew-No,
I didn't get anything.
The only thing
acquire was experience, but 1 was out ten cents car fare.
Baltis-Well,
wasn't the experience worth a dime?
Instructor-Mr.
Mr. O'Bryan-I

said:

T did

O. R. O'Bryan, what is a vacuum?
don't know, but T have it in my head.

Mr. Botsford is always courteous and gentle, so, when Goldblatt
woke violently he only said, "1\11' friend, I am glad vOU woke up."
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CLOTHES

Distinction
In

Is N at a Matter
of Price

CORRECT

STYLES

SUPERIOR

TAILORING

SUPERB FIT
QUALITY

MATERIALS

EXCELLENT

PATTERNS

Men of refined taste who value careful appearance, who would
fully satisfy their desire for proper dress, and who appreciate quality
are wearers of our "Chestarfeld" Clothes.
In.~ect the
Line at

Walnut
11 th Street
Grand Ave.

$25 • 00

Oth~~. up

$40.00

£:-a& "... -(2. ('\C'\'-..e.
Q~,~J~.U'~U'~O·~:::
rlII.eN"dl

W.'nu'

Kansas City, Mo.

Judge Middlebrook, warmly explaining an interesting
"Supposing two ships should collide at sea in the ocean?"

point:

Codding (moving his ears back and forth, asks Griffith )-Can

you

move your ears'?

Griffith-No;

I'm not that kind of an animal.

Eberle-Some of you fellows corne and take the front seats.
Cline-I have established possession of this seat by prescription.
Mr. Todd (in Real Propcrtyj-e-When is a man legally dead, Mr.
Strickland '?
Voice in "Flunkers' Cornerv-s-When he accepts a job as instructor
in the K. C. School of Law.
Judge Park, looking at Walter Coggeshall's bald head while call1I1g the roll, calls "1\1r. Eggshall."
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Morton"s
1024 ~llIillStreet lind "Test_
port

Ave.

CATEHI~G

nnd

.MlIill

Street

FUN

Parties
'Veddings
Receptions
Ball

..... y
oiher

H .. om lit the
be engll~ed
nH:lirs.

l~llIce
.Inllces lind

Wesll)()."t

for

0i==========1;j
HEWAHD OFFEHED.
For the Senior brave enough to move adjournment at

10:10

p.

111. on

Mr. Dean's lecture night.

Mr. Ladd says, "If the owner holds one little, measley acre, he has
a good title to the entire tract."
Does the acre necessarily have to be "measley" '?
Mr. Dean-Now
suppose you buy the Missouri Pacific HailwayMuch confusion and commotion in the Senior class.

M r. Todd-'-I once prepared a set of abstracts.
Richardson-Did you write them~
Todd-Yes.
Richardson- -Who in the world read them ~
Feb. 3, 1911. On this date Mr. Todd maliciously accused Rickel
of reading the text. Rickel's friends indignantly protested.
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Home Phone Linwood 1805

c. O. JONES
Builder of Artistic Homes
Plans Furnished
You select the location.

NO TROUBLE
FOR US

I will

To Duplicate your Glasses,
scription-if
you will show

buy the ground. build a home

even without a preus a few pieces of

the broken lens.

for you after

your

own

ideas,

Should the broken parts prove too small for
us to correctly
duplicate the original lens, we'll
make a thorough
examination
of the Eyes.

and sell it to you on terms.

Remember
your glasses

this when an accident
spectacles.

happens

10

Olr

See us about your Eyes--It's the wise thing to do.

J. A. Mott Optical Company

High Class Homes a Specialty

1107 MAIN STREET

DID HE MEAN 11"!
Todd (Noonan leaving)-An
M r. Dean-Who

elects the Speaker

of the House

of H.epresenta-

I

tives ?
Con Murphy
election

lnjunction-never-goes-

(with a great smile of

of Speaker

Clark,

Mr. Todd-vVho

.10)'

shouted)-The

was the greatest

as he thought

Democrats
exponent

of the recent

I

of the Constitution

in

our early history'?
Rogers-J
ustinian.
Mr.

Dean,

in the class in Private

Corporations,

Leslie Heed, "What is a tort'!"
Total of Heed's answer-s-ooooo.
Mr. Todd-Mr.
Leslie, what is a bill of peace'?
Leslie-Do
you mean a Justice of the Peace'?
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suddenly

asked

1.1

Every Day Brings the Need of Books
Every Lawyer Must Have Books

Every Case Requires Books
We place in his hands just the book he needs.
Text Books, The
Reporter System; All State Reports, Reports of all the United States
Courts, Encyclopedias,
Lawyer's Reports Annotated and other Special Publications.
Large Rooms, Good Light, Qyiet Dictation Rooms.

Competent Librarian Always on Duty
HOURS 9 A. M. TO 10 P. M.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS

TO YOUNG LA WYERS

The Bar Library Association
Scarritt Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.

I!!J=====================:=kl1!!
Judge Park-Mr.
White, would the motorman be liable were he
looking out the window at a pretty woman on the sidewalk and would
run over a man ?
(Small voice, sounding very much
tucky)- You couldn't blame him.

like our gentleman

from

Ken-

During IVIr. Powell's lecture on Partnership,
Franciscus startled the
class by referring to the death of Gen. Wood during the War in the
Philippines.
The class is trying to keep Gen. Wood from finding out
that he was kil1ed some years ago in the foreign service.
Anxious Inquirer-No,
we have not yet been advised what decision
has been rendered in the Coggeshall-Ashton
controversy as to who has
the most hair, but think this will be one of the ouestions asked in the
Agency examination.
Judge Park-Who
Mr. White-All

are joined in actions of tort ?
who percipitate Il1 the act.
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EVENING CLASS

Art Deparment

FOR LAWYERS

OF

WILL BEGIN

SATURDAY,

OCT.

The Campbell Glass
and Paint Co.

7,1911

Practical Training in
all Forms of Public
Speaking. Send for
Outline
of this
Special Course.

Is now located at

1421 & 1423 Walnut St.

Dillenbeck School of Oratory
Home Phones

STUDIO BUILDING
Phone:
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HE 'EARS WELL.
Richardson

says he can read the Post

and do j ustice
Frazier
universal

to

can't

agency

G:lge-vVhat
Freshman-A

and listen

to

Todd

lecture,

both.
understand

or place

why

property

a Monk cannot
in trust

,:; a commitment?
bill of lading attached

have heirs, grant

an

for heirs,

to

a prisoner

so that he may

be idenrifi-:'.
V1arlowe-I
do not understand what is a contingent estate.
Mr. Ladd-e-Because there is no telling who are the heirs of a living
man.
Mr. Gage. (in 4 :00 o'clock qUIz on negotiable
instruments)Some say, a sum certain; some say, a certain sum. That was using sum
some, wasn't

it'?
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S. W. FRAZIER

iii

JAMES LOBELLO

iii

Good Office Furniture
Rugs, Carpets and Curtains

Frazier - Lobello
Music Co.
Pianos,

Player

Pianos,

Victor

Talking Machines. All
Kinds of Stringed
Instruments

Sole

Distributers

Krakauer,

of

Crown,

Mehlin,
Lester,

Cote, Shaff Bros.
Home Phone 5314

ROBERT KEITH

Main

Fnrniture and Carpet Company
1231 Grand Ave.

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

NEW
"Jackrabbit

Practice,"

by M. Leventhal.

Query by Freshman-r-Flow
Among other great
"Humitarian"
doctrine.

BOOK.

many oysters in a cocktail ~

works of J as. C. Lang

is the invention

of the

Noise of Freshmen chai rs in distance.
Todd-I
could yell loud when I was in college.

dition
bered.

Wanted-By
tenant who contracted to leave premises In same conthat he found them, 10,000,000 cockroaches.
Must come nurnA-23-Pandex.

Question in Partnership
class:
What
Burns (in a stage whisper)-Liquidated
have at Dixon's.
-152"':'"

are liquidated partners ~
partners are the kind they
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Renting

of Caps

and Gowns

Classes

to Graduating

a Specialty

THE
COATES
HOUSE

E. R. MOORE
Makerof

Collegiate Caps, Gowns and
Hoods

JUDICIAL AND CLERICAL GOWNS
BAPTISMAL AND CHOIR GOWNS

Tenth and Broadway
Teleplume Harrison 4441
4016 Evanston An.
CHICAGO

Kansas City, Mo.
EUROPEAN

Caps and Gowns
Kansas

for Class

City School

PLAN

of 1911-

of Law
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WONDER

WHY?

January 20, 1911: Leventhal's
application
Shamrock Club was refused by unanimous vote.
Miss Patton-Auguste,
would like to touch it'

isn't

Mr. Marley's

for membership

hair nice?

in the

I believe

On the night the Hussian Lion wrestled in Convention Hall, WeinWhere did he go?
troub disappeared from the lecture room early.
The Judge announced sternly, "The next person who interrupts
the proceedings will be expelled from the court room and ordered home."
"Hurrah'
Hurrah ,,, yelled the prisoner.
Sign in ClaSSrOOlTI, "No Smoking Allowed."
Murphy-Thice,
do you believe in signs?
Thice-All
signs fail.
Both smoking; and they smoke peacefully on.
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The Rule In

Shelley's Case
Made Simple
q From Volume 29, Lawyers Reports Annotated, New Series. we have
selected 235 pages to reprint under the above title. First, there is a clear,
simple statement of the Rule, without the usual highly technical phraseology.
Then there are eight late cases turning on the Rule. from North Carolina,
South Carolina, Illinois, New Jersey, Iowa, Maryland, Pennsylvania. and
Kentucky;
35 pages, followed by a complete 200 page Note, giving a his,
tory of the Rule from the time the principle was first applied in 1325, .10 the
Shelley Case itself in 1590 and on down 10 the present time. In this note The
plan is followed of keeping text and citations separate. This makes it easily
readable and interesting.
-f
CJI The book is set in ten point type, double column.
If printed in the
usual text.book style it would make 800 to 1,000 pages. If it had been
compiled as a text-book it would have to be sold for $5 or $6. But as the
lar,e editorial cost is all charged against Lawyers Reports Annotated, we
offer this 235 page excerpt

WELL BOUND

IN BOARDS FOR

ONLY $1.00,

DELIVERED

tj[ A special edition bound in paper will be issued for law school use only.
This edition may be secured at a great reduction from the above price.
Correspondence from instructors is solicited.

THE LAWYERS CO-OP.
COMPANY
NEW YORK
81 Na.:uu Street
CHICAGO

505
Lakeside Bldg.

~.

1_-

II

ROCHESTER,

ST. PAUL
412
German Am. Bank
Bldg.
SEATTLE
L- 614 Colman Bldg.
--'----_

NEW YORK

,========:!
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Books

Lavv

E CARRY in stock at all times any

W

Law Book needed by students or
practicing lawyers.
We have a large
second hand stock of Missouri and Kansas
Reports, also all the local books needed
for practice in either state.

SEE

US

BUYING

BEFORE

Pipes-Reed Book Company
KANSAS

107 West 8th Street

CITY, MO.

George Campbell was asked to give the five divisions of actions
under the heading of "Ex delicto' in Senator Cooper's class on Common
Law Pleading.
George arose with much confidence but with slight hesitation to catch the floating thought, and began: "Trespass, detinue, replevin--"
(slight pause here )-"Trover"--(lengthy
pause here)"trover on the case." This was followed by hearty applause in "Flunkers" corner.

Shumway:

"Is a sewing woman such a

COlTIlTlOn

laborer as to

COITle

in under the Statute ?"
Mr. Ellison: "One who makes a living by physical toil is a common
laborer-now
how about your woman ,?11
But Shumway refused to answer.
Mr. Todd-Is
marriage valid where contracted, valid everywhere?
M.r. Enloe-Yes, sir; "Lex loci contracto:"
lVlr. Todd-I\Tot "contracto"-it is "tus"-"tus"-contractus-the
emphasis is on the last syllable,

"tus."
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ESTABLISHED

Ell=====

1870

Home Phone 5666 Main
Bell Phone 1114 X Grand

ENGRAVED
STATIONERY
DE

===~EI

D. FREUD8~THAL

LUX

(Formerly Union Depot

Cut Flower Co.)
An authoritative know];
edge of that which is
socially correct-both

in

diction

of

and

style

CUT FLOWERS

execution.

FUNERAL
On

SHORT

DESIGNS
NOTICE

Ask for a catalog

~

CADY & OLMSTEAD
JEWELRY CO.

GIVE US A TRIAL
S. W. Corner Eleventh & Grand Ave.
KANSAS CITY. MO.

1009-101 I Walnut Street

Eld===========0E1 ElI========w
There happened to be a VIsitor present during one of Mr. Todd's
quizzes, early in the school year, and a member of the class asked this
visitor what, in his opinion, was the most interesting feature of the evenmg. He replied:
"Why, it was the way Mr. Todd succeeded in inducing the students to stand on their feet and think.
It was wonderful!
Some of them were thinking so hard you could almost hear the commotion
made by the wheels, and a remarkable thing about it was that the boys
who seemed to be thinking most said nothing, so captivated
were they
with the privilege to get on their Let and think."
We haven't
ing" stunt.

heard

that

Mr. Todd

gave any tens for that

"think.

Shepherd-vVhat's
the matter, Jones'!
Jones-Oh,
a cold or something in my head.
Shepherd-Dm-must
be a cold, old man.
Dean-I

knew your father

Can (proudly)-You

before you did.

were acquainted
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with me before I was born.
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Loose Lt of Led~ers
Loose

J..... (

Fine

Sheets

T'vpewrfter

Ulnn'" nooks

j!,egal

Papers

and nindings

:J13lanks

c. s. DEMAREE
619

'Valnut

l{ANSAS

CITY, MO.

Bell 2542 ~fltill
Rome

Street

A Fine

6722 ~:loill

Loose

Lawyers

Leaf

Docket

G1J=================::h!",
Mr. Todd (calling on Coggeshall )-What
three things are necessary to constitute dower'?
Walter-s-Marriage,
seizen of the property and death of husband.
Mr. Todd-You
don't seem to be able to repeat the second one
very well. Can't you qualify the second answer'?
Walter (after a moment's thought-deep
thought) -Seizen of husband.
Mr. Todd: "If about six of you fellows in the rear of the room
don't preserve better order, I'll report you to the faculty and recommend
your expulsion."
Faint cheering followed this from Campbell, Bourke, Haner, Strickland and Kennedy, but great chunks of silence reigned in the rear of the
room during the balance of the lecture.
Ebcrly-e-Mr. Burke, at common law, why did the wife not have an
action against the. husband '?
Mr. Burke-The
two are one-the
wife IS none.
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Kansas City Stationery
Company

CONSOLIDATED
WATER CO.
Owners and Distributers of

Pure Table and Medicinal Waters

(WHICH IS VAN DORSTON'S)
808 Delaware Street

TABLE WATERS
CRYSTAL LITHIUM

Kansas City. Mo.
Both Phones

Excelsior Springs, Mo.,

Main 2385

EUREKA SPRINGS "OZARKA"
Eureka Springs, Ark.

LEGAL
Office Stationery,

FAMOUS WHITE SPRINGS and
V AILE PURE SPRING

BLANKS

Independence,

Mo.

MEDICINAL WATERS
SULPHa SALINE
REGENT and LINK SODA

Ribbons. Carbons,

Loose Leaf Records and Minute Books

Excelsior Springs, Mo.
The Waters we handle are the Genuine. No
Imitation. Bottled and Sealed at the Springs.

Filing Cabinets and Devices.

PRINTING AND EMBOSSING

C. A. JARVIS, Mgr.

RUBBER STAMPS

413 E. Ninth Street
Home Phone M. 2945

Bell Phone M. 6529

l!Ji========::hJ
A JUNIOR
CO.\-IEDY, MAHCH 7TH, 1911.
Haner-I
do not believe we should rescind our former action.
It
looks like somebody is getting cold feet. Just because all the members
were not present at the meeting, the committee should not be offended.
We ought to have this reception.
This is too insignificant an affair-Geyre, \'V. A.-I
do most heartily agree with Mr. Haner that this
is an insignificant affair. This is just the reason why the class organization should decidedly quash such improper actions of this committee,
and-Reed, J. M. (not J. A. in name but his peer in vocabulary)-Now,
boys, let us get down to business and cease this irrational quibbling.
The
first thing we know this zealous manifestation
of such strenuous hostility
will eventually
and inevitably
rise to such an accelerated height of
kinetic energy that it will result in our gorgeously and diabolically extemporaneous remarks becoming contemporaneously involved in an unprecedented discussion of intricacies analogous to an evening's perusal in
the parliamentary
rules of legislative, executive and judicial procedure,
or to the extraneous technicalities of Common Law Pleading.
President Alford-Adjourned
by authority of Skidoo.
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Hotel

Baltimore

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

"None Better for Comfort and Service"

Dean Hotel eo.
PROPRIETORS

EXCHANGES.
Inspiration may be defined as something
when you feel more like working.

that

will come tomorrow

Marriage may be a failure, but it has saved a lot of European
men from that very thing.
Some men who claim
never met one.

they

never

speak

to an inferior,

noble-

probably

The only dignity some men ever acquire consists of a frock coat and
a silk hat.
Two are a couple;
College-bred

three a divorce.

is often a four-years'

loaf.

Good manners can run a close race for success with brains.
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The Home of

Stein =Block

Men's elothes
The Dress-Shcp for many men of many minds

The Store That Greets You

On Main at Tenth

For training on "ups and downs" of life, see Rosenburg.
Mr. Todd-Gentlemen,

if you ever have a client,

which I have

had-Freshman-Did

you ever have the same client twice?

Mr. Todd-Excuse
me, gentlemen; I cannot answer any questions.
Do not ask me seven hundred questions--we haven't time.
Found by the Janitor,

the following note:

"Mr. Gage, I may be detained, forcibly and .against my will, inadvertently and unpremeditatedly,
and be consequently unable to attend
Mr. Lee's transcendently enlightening lecture. Please let me have a five."
(Signed)

J. F. O'BRIAN.

"The Lighted Squib Case"-Con
Murphy throws a Jighted cigarette
through the transom into the midst of the unoffending Freshmen.
Who
is liable and if so why and for what?
-160-
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The Location

of

HENRY MOORE

Photographer

Maker of Photographs that Please
OFFICIAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

FOR

THE

Zimmerman
(who has just awakened)-Mr.
"Zimmerman" ?
Mr. Todd-I
called "Zimmerman,"
yes.
Zunmerman-c-Wel l, erase that "A."

1911

PANDEX

Todd,

did you can

Mr. Lee-"Mr.
Kennedy, what is the chief feature by which we can
differentiate, or, in other words, what can be said to be the test, or the
index, what essential invariably to be found in the one may be lacking in
the other, and may the one term include the other, in speaking of Crimes
and Torts?"
Kennedy-"Will
you please repeat that question, Mr. Lee'?"
Mr. Lee-"Perhaps
I c~n put it in plainer English; which is it, that
in its very nature, involves a moral turpitude, that, in effect, arouses not
so much the question of deprivation of a rjght, but rather is potentially
wrong in itself, wherein the pivotal question to be determined by judicial
inquiry is' not so much 'How much did so-and-so suffer~;' but rather,
'What does the Statute say about this '?' Speak so the class can hear
you, Mr. Kennedy."
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There's Never a
Hitch Nor Halt-

In the Management of Estates Entrusted to
This Company. We act as Executor, Trustee,
Administrator, Guardian, Etc.
$2,000,000 Capital and Surplus.

FIDELITY TRUST CO.
"Under the Old Town Clock"

NINTH & WALNUT

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Freeman and Howard went out to Overland Park one day last
September.
Howard had considerable difficulty in convincing Freeman
that some objects in the distance were open cars and pot "airships."
"Jim"

Reed would put the books away
And wait on Sister "Teasy,"
But now he studies all the day,
And takes life rather easy.

EFFECTIVE
PRINTING
== IT IS PROFIT ==

DOES NOT COST
ANYTHING.

The Printing that Costs is the Kind You
Send Out and Never

Hear of Afterwards

Ke~~OGa=8AXT~RPTG. CO.
Phones: Bell 185'4 Main, Home 5685 Main
111 West Eigh.h Street
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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Vernon Law Book
eompany
See Us Before Buying

Law Books
Kansas City, Missouri

806 Grand Avenue

Kennedy-"Why,
Mr. Kennedy
of the water.

yes, T.think so--in

most cases, at least."

sti II insists that by the water's edge is meant the edge

Mr. Wagner of the Junior, Freshman
as "Hans" Wagner, the ball player.

and Senior Class

IS

known

Senator Cooper was heard to say the following before the Juniors:
"I'll tell you what you'll find when you get to the bar-"
Most of the
class seemed to know, so the subject was changed.
W. A. Gerye-Could
a creditor of
his infant son'?
Mr. Ellison-I
don't know. I never
to take a child's money in that kind of a
Mr. Gerye-s-you may have a case of that
practice.
-163-

a father

garnish

the wages of

heard of anyone mean enough
case. Suppose you look it up,
kind when you have begun to

..
LA W BRIEFS A SPECIALTY

c. BOVARD

JOHN

COMMERCIAL
722-24 Baltimore Ave.

Miss Humbrock-Do

HOME PHONE
2107 MAIN

PRINTER
Kansas City, Mo.

you think women would vote for the best

man '?

Miss Patton-Certain

I" ; the bridegroom wouldn't be noticed at all.

Mr. Todd is so determined that smoking shall not take place in the
class that he doesn't know a phoney cigar from a real one. Whosc
was it'?
Mr. Powell (during lecture )-"If a man fell off a six-story building while shingling the roof, could he recover'?"
Bright Freshman-"No,
he couldn't recover if he fell six stories."
The professor of law was quizzing his class. Singling out a somnolent student in the rear of the room, he addressed a question to him. Confused, the student rose, and bent his ear to catch the stagewhispers of
his friends seated about him.
"Well, you ought to be able to answer," snapped the professor,
"with all the aid you are receiving back there '"
"Professor," came the quick reply, "1 could, but there's a difference
of opinion back here."-Everybody's.
Mr. Pew (telling a story)-"This
young man on graduating, fitted
up a nice law office. He put in a nice carpet, a nice desk, nice furniture,
and--"
Mr. Saper-"Did
he put in a nice stenographer'?"
Noonan drinks like a duck.
-164-
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J. A. BAKER, See'y & Treas.

J. B. LAPSLEY, President

1718 BROOKLYN

AVENUE

Home Phone 357 Main
Bell Phone 311 East

QUITE

KANSAS CITY, MO.

A QUESTION

FOR

DECISION.

Who is really the "Goat" for the other?
Is it Strick for Haner
and Hard, or is it Haner for Strick and Hard, or is it Hard for Haner
and Strick?
Mr. Todd (calling the roll)-Jacobs?
Voice in the corner-Jacobs
is not here. Snoozer has evidently
cured a better place to sleep tonight than in the class room-maybe

seat

home.
Mr. Todd-e-Mr. Turgeon, what is an estate for years?
Sloan Turgeon-s-An estate for a definite time.
Mr. Todd (questioning further)-Is
an estate for a week, an estate
for years?
Sloan Turgeon-A week is not a year-(some
you mention, it would be an estate for years.
At least two bright spots in the Junior

pause)-in

Class-the

the case

glossy craniums

of Coggeshall and Ashton.
Miss Humbrock-Isn't
Miss Patton-Why,

my hair just awful tonight?
it's just the same as usual.

Enloe (a junior) alway. has a copy of Blackstone
which he settles all disputes upon any subject.

in his pocket by

,
]VIr. Burke claims the Revival of Learning
Equity

I

examination.
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was just before the last
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~IdReliable
Equality is Equity.
He who seeks Equity must
do Equity.
Equity
looks upon that as done
which ought to be done.
Equity
imputes
an

intention

to

fulfill

an

obligation.

Equity

acts specifically.

Old Reliable Badger Lumber Co.
upon these Equitable Maxims has builded

its

constantly
increasing
business. until today the
name Badger Lumber Company
is a synonym
for Equity in all the word implies.

BADGER LUMBER COMPANY
l'Ii==================:=i,.,
Mr. Pew (in a reminiscent mood )-"1
remember in Chicago last
summer visiting the courts where the judges were engaged in settling
disputes which the lawyers said were actually brought about by the heat."
The Wide-Awake Man-From-Kansas-"Say,
there'll be a lot of litigation according to that in one of the worlds hereafter."
Mr. Pew-"Yes,
and I don't
there won't be any lawyers there."
To the Sporting

know what

they will do, because

Editor;

If any lawyer lost money on the late event at Reno, he deserved

to

do so, as ignorantia legis nerninem excusat,
The case of Johnson v.
Jefjrles, 30 Mo. 423, decided, as long ago as 1860, that Johnson wins.
RespectfuJly,
From the Docket.

FRANK HALL CHILDS.

He-"Yes,
I'm practicing Jaw for myself now."
She-"Honestl
y '?"
He-"What

do you mean ,?"-Colu1llbia
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Get The Telephone Habit
Lawyers value more than any other
class of Professional Men- TIME

,------USE

THE;----------.

I-BELL TELEPHONE-'
and let it save time and steps. It is the world's greatest conservator and no lawyer can afford to be without
the

====

BELL TELEPHONE

====

Order one as soon as you get your diploma and keep your door open for clients

The Missouri and Kansas Telephone
.1004

Cnmpany

Grand Ave.

Telephone

Main 1
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Mr. Powell-"In

what way are the rights of married

settl ed 'I"
J. S. Routt-"'vVolllen

have more rights, I think-they

women unalways have

ha~, and I guess they always will have."
Miss DeVVitt says she likes to be Trustee because it's such an active
position.
She has already acted in her official capacity .0000000 times.
When a student

le.ives . the class before the lecture closes, the "Reg-

istrar" getl-:i busv with the roll book.
M r. Codding-"
kill a mother-in-law

As I was saying, justifiable

homicide is where you

and--"

Man seldom realizes what a good time he has had until he settles
with the cashier.
Mr. Smith-Oh,

Happy

[ew Year.
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EAT

YOUR

N 0 0 N L U N CH

IN THE FRESH AIR
AND SUNLIGHT

Home Lunch Club
EVERYTHING
Fourth

COOKED

BY WOMEN

Floor

1013-1015

Mr. Todd-Don't

argue with me-I'm

Mr. Strickland-Well,
Mr. Powell-How
of a man, Mr. Perry?
Mr. Perry-As

Grand

Avenue

trying to give you the law.

I'm trying to listen to what I am hearing.
does the law look upon the polygamous actions

having nothing to rely on.

Eberly-What
is a common carrier?
Saper-A
baby carrier.
Mr. Hess-Yes,
are talking about.

I heard what you said, but I don't know what

=~----Mr. Todd

initiates

a Freshman.
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, · 8ARTBERGER
;RAVING@!
INCORPORATED

RS, ILLUSTRATORS, HALFTONE AND
PHOro'ZINC ETCHERS.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
ILLUSTRATING
COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY AND HIGH'
SCHOOL ANNUALS .

•
7 th

&.-

•
•
Central Sis.

.·.~~KANSASCITY, MO.
Oh ' that story Pew told to the Senior Class, Feb. 17, 191 J.

P-E-W.

Dean-As
I told you in my last lectureFollowed by grand watch display-y-y.

Lawyers have grand reputations for energy and perseverance. A
lad one day said to his father:
"Father. do lawyers tell the truth?"
"Yes, my boy," he answered; "lawyers will do anything to win a
case."-71' asliinqt on Sial'.
Mr. Todd-Gentlemen,

I wish to express my ap--

Todd (speaking of a legal action)-What
Richardson-Pants,
vest and coat.
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is a suit'?
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HOOK. JOSEPH \V., '02.
Topeka, Kas.
HOWARD, BEN C, '98.
Attorney. General Practice, and Trust
Officer for Commerce Trust Co., 10th
and Walnut Streets.
Kansas City, 1\.10.
Howell, Newell S., '01.
Asst. Claim Agent. 1\10. Pac. Ry.,
617 New Midland Bldg.,
Kansas City. 1\110.
HOWELL, DAN V., '07.
Attorney, Langsdale & Howell,
922 Scan-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HOGIN, BEN R" JI{" '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
412 Fidelity Trust Co. Bldg.,
HOGIN. JAMES L.. '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
Hog-in & Railsback,
27-28-29 Stubbs Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
HOUCHENS,
F. B.. '97.
Deputy Sheriff,
Independence. i'do.
HOOVER.

ABSOLOM

vV., '08.

Chief Clerk Law Dept., Mo. & Kas.
Tel. Co.. 6th and Wyandotte Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOOVER. HARRY
C, '06.
Attorney:
2905 East 22d Street,
Kansas City, Mo.
HUFF. P. E., '06.
A ttorney, General Practice;
819 Cornell s-. Kansas City, ?do,
HUGHES, CHARLES, '06.
Attorney. General Practice;
437 N. Y. Life Bldg-.. Kansas City, Mo.
HURr.
\¥"ILLlAM
F .. '05.
\¥"ith Meinrath Brokerage Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HUMPHREY.
HERBERT
L., '97.
Attorney, General Practice;
Abilene, Kas .
HUMMELL,
M. F., 'to.
3411 Highland Avenue.
Kamas City, 1\10.
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HOLLINGSWORTH,

OLIVER

P.,

'09.

HUTCHINGS,

JOHN

A .. '09.

Christian Church Minister,
]333 West 25th Street,
Des Moines. Iowa.
INGELS,
Eow. E., '03.
Credit Xlnnager and Attorney for The
B-R Electric & Tel. l\lfg. Co.•
500 Delaware St.. Kansas City. Mo.
JACQU~S, \VILLIAM
R .. '99.
J acq ues Steel Co ..
414 R. A. Long Bldg ..
Kansas City, Mo.
]ENNIXGS,
Vl. B .. '10.
2623 E. 6th, Kansas City. 1\To.
JoeB EM S. W. D .. '10.
800 K. Y. Life' I3ldg., Kansas City, !\fo.
Jt\MES, JESSE E., '07.
Attorney. General Practice:
428 Scarritt Bldg .. Kansas City. Mo.
JAlltES,
W1LLlAI\l
R, '99.
Attorney. General Practice;
With Clarence S. Palmer,
410 Heist Bldg .. Kansas City. Xlo.
Jaudon, Virgil H., '07.
Attorney on Saturdays
for Board 01
Public Welfare, Principal of Emerson School,
Tracy Ave. and Pacific s..
Kansas City, ".\/O.
J~FFRlES,
GAlll{Y
JACKSON. ·OS.
With Cohn & Jeffries.
Chicago, m.
]£\VELI"
J.\I\IES
E., '97.
Grocer, 1412 E. 10th Street.
Kansas City. 1Jo.
JOHNSON, JESSE T.. '01.
Construction.
Fnrmingt cn, Wyoming.
JOJlNSOi\,
LESTER
L.. 'at.
Clerk Post office Station A,
Kansas City. :'/0.
1118 E. 45th 51.
JOST, HE},TRY

A. B., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Keller & Nulton,
Suite 1-3 National Bank Bldg.,
Pittsburg, Kas.
KENNARD, FOI~EST 1\1., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
822-23-24 :-.J'. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
KENKEln'.
ED\\'ARll P .. '03.
Carrier Postoffice.
27Z2 Park Avenue,
Kansas City. 1\10.
KELLER,

Attorney, General Practice;
Halfway. Mo.
Holloway, C. A., '10.
1233 Washington Street,
Kansas City, Mo.

L., '01.

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney,
Criminal Court Building,
Kansas City, 1\[0.
KABURICK.
EDWARD
C. '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
817 Forest A venue,
Kansas City, 1\/0.
Kackley, Claude M., '02.
Attorney,
Kackley. Kas.
KELLoer:. SCOTT P., 'C5.
Real Estate.
315 :J. Y. Life Bldg .. Kansas City, 1\10.

KERAN. C'IARLES

C, '01.

Attorney. General Practice;
Enid, Okla.
KER."EcKEL,
]ULI,'N
J .. '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
1001 N. Y. Life Bldg ..
Kansas City, .i\lo.
KILROY,
}.\:<IE5
L.. '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
941 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
KI 111nALI .. GEORGE

E.. '00.

Sales

Manager Alfred
Wright
fumes. 47 Darien St..
Rochester. N. Y.
Kli\tBl'ELL.
Bmr S., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
\\'offord & Kimbrell,
Kansas City. 1/0.
KIRKPATRICK.
11/\J{IHSON, '10.
Attorney,
1114-15 R. A. Long Bldg.,
Kansas City. 1\10.
KIRKER.

:'IllLTO."

B., '97.

7422 Benton St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
KLJN(;ELllOFEI~.

Per-

AUG.

East End,
\"1.,

Chief Draughtsmun.
2D7 Thayer Bldg ..
Kansas City. 1\/0.

'10.
S. C. S. Ry. Co.,

KNOCHE. JOSEPH, '02.

Attorney. Genera 1 Practice;
1008 Commerce Bldg..
Kansas City. :\10.
KOPE. REUBE." A .. '02.
Lawyer,
918 Barrett Bldg .. Kansas City, Kas.
LADE. \VILLlAM}
'07.
Credit 1\Jall for U. S. Water & Steam
Supply Co., 1315 West 12th Street,
Kansas City. :\10.
LAllfflERT,
WJ\LTER
C. '01.
Supt. Postoffice. Stock Yards Station,
Kansas City. Kas.
Langknecht, Cad Henry, '09.
Lawyer.
627-28 Scan-itt Bldg .. Kansas CiLy, 1\10.
L"NE,
f... '06.
With Bayless Vehicle .Co..
Kansas City, Xlo.
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L., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
2710 Strong Avenue, Kansas City, 1\110.
LANGTH, DAVID, '01.
Attorney, General Practice;
Author "Citizen's Xlanual;"
825 Washington Street, St. Louis, Mo.
LANGSDALE, CLIFF, '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
1207 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LANDREY, JOSEPH

LASEY,

c., '05.

B., '07.
Peirson-Lathrop Grain Co.,
501-2 Board of Trade Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
LAURENS, HARRY L., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
Electric Block, Livingston, Montana.
LAVEINE,
EDWARD
N .. '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
LEA, THOUAS C. '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
Police J udge,
420-1 Trust Bldg.,
El Paso, Texas.
LECKNER, GEORGE F., '98.
I'll ining and Private Banking,
San Luis Potosi. Mexico.
LATHROP, \iVlLLIAM

LEE,

CHARLES

IT., '01.

Attorney, General
Louisburg. Kas.

l\'1.ARQUIS.

Practice;

Lee, Jay M., '98.

Attorney, General Practicc;
605 R. A. Long Bldg ..
Kansas City, Mo.
LEIDIGH,
PAUL JOHN,
'02.
Lumber Business,
1216 Long Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
LnnNG,

LENGEL,

OAKLI~;

D., '05.

V\!ILLIAM: CHARLES,

'08.

Building Manager,
Schweiter Bldg.,
Wichita, Kas.
LINDQUIST,

IT. A., '06.

FR.o\NK
].,
'00.
Stenographer, City Electrician's Office,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
LOG"':'if.
ClTAJ<LES
B., '03.
Attorney, Genera] Practice;
Washington. D. C
LOGAN,
V'lll.LJAM
J., '03.
Teacher. Manual Training,
Resiclcnce. 1600 Minnesota Avenue,
Kansas City, Kas.
LOMBARD,
NOHMAN.
'08.
Asst. Freas. Lombard & Son, Inc.,
1028 Monadnock Bldg.,
San Francisco, Cal.
LONG, A. R., 'OS.
LINGO,

ANDREW
B., '97.
Attorney, General Practice;
Butler, 1\10.
MADDEN,
LOUIS
P .. '07.
Insurance,
200 New England Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MIADDEK.
THOMAS,
'OS.
Real Estate and Loans,
307 Orient Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MAD1SON,
CH.ARLES
C, '99.
Attorney. General Practice;
8()) Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MAGILL,
ROBERT
D., '98.
Mgr. Collection Dept.. P. F. Collier &
Son, 428 New Nelson Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\Jo.
:MANARD,
ITARDI:-< R, '05.
House & Manard,
Attorney, General Practice;
1325 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1"10.
MANNING.
CHARLES
H .. '03.
Clerk Simonds-Shields Grain Co.,
Residence, 3340 Charlotte St.,
Kansas City, 1\fo.
MARQUIS,
R. \V .. '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Polo, Mo.
LUOW,ICK,

\VlLSON

MARCELLUS,

'09.

Roofing Contractor,
. 608 Sharp Bldg.,
Kansas City, :\10.
MARTY,
ARTHUR
M., '00.
Real Estate.
Marty & Marty, 107 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MATSON,
l\lATTHEW
L., '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
19 Lyford Bldg.,
Sapulpa, Okla.
rVfAULSBY, lVL L., '06.
Principal 'Wolcott School,
Kansas City, Kas.
;\1.">Y, LUCIAN E., '03.
Editor "Mercer Signal,"
M ercer. l\fo.
l\IEADE,
Hr~}.lRY, '01.
Attorney. General Practice;
.l'vJ eade & Hogan,
203-4-5 Commercial Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
MEANS,
C."'I<L BELL, '09.
I.awye r,

404 Foster Bldg.,
Denver, Colo.
MEDES.
LLOYD,
'02.
Fire Insurance,
411 Finance Bldg ..
Kansas City, Mo.
MEEK. JAlIl ES M., '02.
Attorney. General Practice;
Kansas City, Kas.
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Moons. \VILL1AM HALL, '97.
Assistant Attorney in Oklahoma
for
c, R. L & P. Ry. Co.
El Reno, Okla.
Moore, William R., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
1125 Scan-itt Bldg.,
Kansas City. 1\10.
l\TORGAN, FRANK
BI~NJA!I1IN, '09.
Attorney. General Practice;
Wagner, S. Dak.
l'\'fORGAN, l-l.\MPTON, '01.
Traveling Salesman, Fischer Bros.,
Seattle. Wash.
Morris, Edmund E., '05.
Office Practice and Counsellor Exclusively;
301 Fidelity Trust Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.

EDWARD 1\1.. '03.
A ttorney. General Practice;
1005 N. Y. Life Bldg ..
Kansas City, '\10.
l\1JLLEll.
CHARLES
J., '99.
Attorney. General Practice;
Xliller. Buchanan & Miller,
201-5 Husted Bldg ..
Kansas City. Ka5.
IVIrLLER, G. W., 'to.
5112Minnesota Aye ..
Kansas City. Ka5.

fl.lessEcAR,

rvIETUlG,

&

FRED

G.,

'02.

Care Ridenour-Balcer
93'3 l\Julberry St.,
Kansas
City. 1\10.

Gro. Co.,

]A!'PEll,
JH.. '00.
Attorney and Cashier,
Granite State Bank,
Granite. Ok];\.
1\1 ILLEI~. CLARENCE
A. '99.
U. S. Consul,
1\ Iat<11110ra5, 1\ lexica.
Tvl1LIHJR,
FR.\l\'K.
'10.
Insurance,
400-1-2-3 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.

11£55).10\\£.

l\IILLEI'>

CLYDE

c.. 'as.

l\10Rr..\N,

Time Keeper for Swift & Co.,
107112 Houston St.,
Fort Worth. Texas.
!\J JLLEI" f:'ESTUS 0., '03.
(Deceased).
J\11ITCHELI..
DRURY
K. '98.
U. S. Government Office,
Kansas City. Mo.
lVloNROE, CALEB S., '02,
Attorney, General Practice;
608 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
110NTGOMEI<Y,
JOH NSON 5 .. '99.
1V100re & Noble:
720 W. 39th s-,
Kansas City, YIo.
l\10:-JRE, EDWARD
H .. '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
Rooms I and 2 Peck Bldg ..
Okmulgee, Okla.
MOORE,
FRANCIS, R., '98.
Dispatcher, c, M. & St. P. Ry. Co.
Ottumwa, Ia,
l\100R£.
1l1,'NT c., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
810 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MOORE,
JAMES
vV., '00.
Attorney. General Practice;
Dunlap Bldg ..
Okemah, Okla.
MOORE,
\V M. B., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
628-9 Equity Bldg.,
Muskogee, Okla.

JACQUE

LLOYD,

'01.

Attorney, General Practice;
4111 Bryant Bldg ..
Kansas City. 1\10.
lVloRIUS,GEOI,GE, '02.
General Practice, Stevens & Morris.
601 K. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, :YIo.
I\JOllIlJ,<;ON, GEORGE c., '01.
Address Unknown.
]'vJORTON, vV. E., '10.
912 Tracy Ave ..
Kansas City, Mo.
l'dOSLF:Y. CEO. 1\J.. '02.
Merchant,
Excelsior Springs, 1\ r o.
MOTLEY)
BENJATlI1N FRf\NKL1N,
'09.
Student, George 'Washington
University;
714 19th St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Muckle, John B., '00.
City Ticket Agent, Wabash R. R.,
68 v«. Adams si,
Chicago, 111.
M ULFORD,
C. H., '07.
EDWARD
S., '00.
Credit Man, Gee. W. Perry Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
l\fUSSER.
ADOLPHUS,
'02.
l...!gr. "The Fair" Department Store,
El Paso, Tex.

MURP"".

MYERS,

HARRY

J., '96.

Pres. Educational Aiel Society,
1624 First National Bank Bldg.,
Chicago. Ill.
McARTHUR.
CLAHE L., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Lindsay, Okla.
l'vlCCARTY. WM. J., '07.
Superintendent Schools,
Kansas City, Kas.
IVJcCoLLUM,OSCAR DEVVILDE, '10.
Lawyer,
1114~S R. A. Long Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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McCoet as. DON c, '08,
Attorney, General Practice;
Suite 24-25-26 llolmes Bldg"
Kansas City, Kas,
McCoY,

l\1AcLAIlEN,

CH,'\RLES E" '0'2,

Attorney, Corporation and Real Estate
Law,
1311 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\Jo.
MCCRA\·,lIARRY B., ·Os.
Badger Lumber Co.,
15th and lncliana : Res" 4303 Main St.,
Kansas City, :'110.
McDaniel, Oscar D., '07.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney,
Court Honse,
St. Joseph. ]\Jo.
1fcELRO\',

FRAl\"I"::

Plattsmouth,

S .. '01.

Neb.

McELROY, J.\1I1E5 P., '02.
Foreman Armour Packing" Co.,

Res .. Stratford Hotel,
Kansas City, 110.
1IcFALL. L. 0 .. '10.
131S Garfield Ave.,
Kansas City, 1\Jo.
McKAMEY, JAMES
'97.
Real Estate.
604 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas City. 110.
McLAUGIILIN,
DAI\"IEL,
'99.
Prosecuting Attorney,
Mountain ! louse, Idaho.
l\lclV1AHO~,
JOSEI'H
E., '07.
Address Unknown.

,,,,r.,

McNeal,

William

Hunton,

'08.

Okla. Land Titles a Specialty,
Care Deming Investment Co.,
908-13 Colcard !31dg.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
MCL,\UG.HLIN,
HARny
R .. '97.
Attorney, General Practice;
514 Shukert Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MCPHERSON, JOHN E., '05,
Investments :
310 First National Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MCQUAY, H. F., '10.
Lawyer,
608 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas City, :\10,
MCQUEENY.
JAMES L., '00.
Credit Man, Loose 'Wiles Cracker
Res., 221 Linwood,
Kansas City, ]\'10.
NfcSPADDEN, WASHINGTON L., 'OZ.
Attorney, General Practice;
1022 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, M o.
MCVEY, EOWJN P., '02.
Mackenzie, Kenneth K., '99.

Corporation Law,
27 \Villiam St..
New York, N, Y.

Co.,

WILLIAM

11.,

'08.

Salesman, Faxon & Gallagher Drug Co"
Parsons, Kas.
N" BEll, Enw A nn E., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Naber & Smith,
704 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
NACLE, 0 II! AR R., '05,
Claim Adjuster, :'Ilct. St. Ry. Co.,
621 Temple Block,
Kansas City, 1\10.
NALL\',
CLINTON,
'09.
Ief lerson City, 1\10.
NEEF,
PETER ]r\CQU, '09.
Frank Witherspoon Live Stock Commission Co ..
104 Live Stock Exchange,
Kansas City, 1\!0.
NEEL,
ELLJ50N
A., '99.
Attorney, Genera! Practice :
1215 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
NELSON,
Ei\1 i\IETT B.. '97.
Deceased.
NTCHOLS,AOELJlERT P .. '99.
Real Estate. A. P. Nichols & Co.,
300 Gumbel Bldg.,
K.1ns<1SCity. 1\10.
NICHOLSON,
VVU.EELOCK
S., '97.
Clerk, Swift & Co.,
S. St. Joseph, rVlo.
NIPP, JOHN C, '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
352 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
NOBLE,
EDGAR T., '98,
Attorney. General Practice;
Moore & Noble. Rooms 1-2 Peck Bldg"
Okmulgee, Okla.
NOLAND, NICHOLAS
F, '03,
Grain. with Terminal Elcvatcrs ;
249 Board of Trade Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\110.
NORMAN,
FRANK, '02.
Abstracter, St. Joseph Abstract Co.,
]06 N, 7th SI.,
St. Joseph, rvro.
NORTON,
LEWJS B., '03.
Cashier and Bookkeeper, Gaffe, Lucas & Carkener Grain Com. Co.,
Co..
Kansas City, Mo.
NULTON,

PERLE\'

EOGA!<, '09.

Assistant County Attorney,
Suite 1, National Bank Bldg.,
Pittsburg, Kas.
O'CONNOR, JOHN, 'OS.
Kansas City, Mo.
O'DOKNF:LL,
l\rARTJN
J., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
707 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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A. E .. '05.
Chief Engineer Long-Bell Lumber Co.,
Kansas City, ..\10.
O'FLAHEl\TY,
JOSH!!
S.. '(J1.
Chief Engineer, Central Coal & Coke
Co.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
OGILY\"
ROBEl{T S .. '06.
Real Estate, Law. General Practice;
1014 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, :\10.
O'FLAHERTY,

OLSTON,

lh:RillAN

AXTELL,

'09.

Stenographer.
Swift & Co.,
1416 Charlotte St ..
Kansas City, Kas.
Ol{El\R.
1\1. L .. '07.
Care Fnirhanks. Morse & Co.,
1217 Union Ave.,
Kansas City, 1\Io.
ORR, CAMERON L., '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
with Meservey & German,
708-10 American Bank Bldg ..
Kansas City, ;".10.
OSIlORN, JOSEPH
B.. '03.
Contractor,
2450 Elmwood A'vc.,
Kansas City, :1'10.
OVERALL,
WJLSON
L, '05.
Kansas City, Mo.
OIVEN, ]VJ,SS ANNJE L,
'02.
Legal stenographer,
sos Dwight Bldg"
Kansas City, 1\,10.
PAGE,

HENRY

c.

'97,

Attorney. General Practice;
411 Keith & Perry Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo,
PA(;E, \N.'\LTER
F., '08.
Real Estate, with A. P, Nichols & ce,
300 Gumbel Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo,
PAGET, A., '97.
Real Estate, Renting,
309 Ridge Bldg.,
Kansas City, Alo.
PAGET, EVERY M., 197.
Hygienic Chemical Co.,
712 N. Second s-,
St. Louis. Mo.
PALMER,
HENRY C .. '03.
Passenger Conductor. U. P. R. R,
328 N. 16th St ..
Kansas City, Kas.
PARK,
FRANK
E., 'OS.
Commercial Printing,
716 Baltimore Ave.,
Kansas GitY, 110.
PARK, ROBERT REEVE. '09.
Ass't Manager Badger Lumber Co.,
Westport Ave. and Summit St.,
Kansas City, J\{o.
PARKER, TOM C, '02.
Address Unknown.

JfUIES
B.. '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
320 New York Liic Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
PEJ{RIN,
\VH. S., '99.
PERRY, J1\,\IES
C, '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Perry & Perry,
648 ..\I inuesotn A ve.,
Kansas City, Kas.
PERln-, JOHN \~i.. '02.
Attorney. General Practice ;
648 1\.1innesota Ave ..
Kansas City, Kas.
PETERS, P. B. S .. '00.
Director Business Course and Commercial Law,
Manual Training High School,
Kansas City, Mo.
PETERSON, CLA VDS L., '10.
Deputy Clerk District Court,
2030 N. 5th St.,
Kansas City, Kas.
PETTillONE,
ORJ:-I H., '02.
626 Hyde Block.
Spokane. Wash.
PEW., JOHN
B., '0.1.
Attorney, General Practice;
Borland, Pew & Proctor,
431 Scan-itt Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
PH1LLIPS,
CHARLES H" '03.
\~iith Arctic Ice Co.,
Wichita, Kas.
PHILLIPS,
GEORGE \~rENDELL, '01.
Supt. 'Wyandotte County Schools,
Res., 715 Minnesota Ave ..
Kansas City, Ka5;.
PLUMMER,
B. A., '07.
Paying Teller National Reserve Bank,
10th and Main Sts.,
Kansas City. 1\110.
PORTER,
PIERRE
R.. '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
1008 Scarritt Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Pottll, Claude H., '02.
Prosecuting Attorney,
Couc- D'Alene County, Idaho.
POWELL,
T'nos. E" '97.
Address Unknown.
PUGTT, CHAS.
Y. 0., '03.
Real Estate,
345 Waverly Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
PYPES,
l\JJ. DEFOE, 'OS.
Attorney, General Practice;
518 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
RADFORD, ROBERT VV.. '08.
Stenographer,
Kansas State Grain Inspector,
Kansas City, Kas.
PECK.
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THUIHIAN
F" '05.
General Practice. Hogan & Railsback,
2/-28-29 Stubbs Bldg.,
Kansas City. 1\10.
RALLS. L. 17.. '05.
1424 Baltimore Ave"
Kansas City, 1\10.
RMm. C A., '07.
Kansas City, Kas.
RANDALL,
\VIIl. S., '05.
Real Estate,
216 Finance Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
REED,
CIIARLES
D.. '03.
Collector,
Res .. 1515 Harrison St..
Kansas City, ]\10,
REED,
'vV, HALEY,
'07.
Attorney, General Pr-o.ctice :
8CX5Scan-itt Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
RA1LSBACJ(,

REED.

EDWARD

W., '05,

1104 Garfield Ave.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
REED. JAMES
C, '98.
Instructor in Conuncrcial Law,
McKinley High School,
121 S. Ashland Ave ..
Lafiraud. TIL
.
Chicago, Ill.
REICHENllACK,
LA1\'.I0NTE
V" '00.
Salesman. Dierks Lumber Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
REJD,
J A ~IES VI., '07.
A ttorney, General Practice:
Jones & Reid, Chanute. Kas.
REIl\"ECKE,
F. C, '05.
Mgr. Collections K. C Hay Press Co.,
8th and Mill Sts.,
'Kansas City. Mo.
RE1NHART,
GEORGE, '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
Reinhardt & Schibsby.
406-7 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City. Mo.
REITZ,
TVIAR\'IN ]., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
203 Commercial National Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
RHOADES,
HERBERT,
'07.
Attorney. General Practice:
County Attorney, Ulysses County, Kas.
N cw Ulysses, Kas.
RICE, RICHARD
E.. '07,
Attorney, General Practice;
1020 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
R1CHAIWSON, P. E., '06.
646 Minnesota Ave"
Kansas City. Kas.
RJEGER, f":ARLE C. lVI, D., '00.
Physician and Surgeon,
007 W. 17th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

C}I_\RLE:;
.-\., '97.
Attorney. General Practice;
708 Kew York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, ida.
Robertson, Robert S., '07.
Attorney, General Practice;
RIEHL,

Sedalia.
ROBll\"SON,

;\10.
H.\RRIS,

'01.

General Practice;
With Miuklcv & Gaines.
Panama.
.
RODGms. HELEN CI\.\WFORD, '09.
Stenographer. G. Y. Thorpe,
512-15 American Bank Bldg"
Kansas City, 1\10.
ROGEI~S,
LEROY
N" '03,
Pressman. Kansas City Journal,
Kansas City, 1\110.
ROSH'13AUlll,
].H., '10.
3529 Locnst St.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
RA \\'D01\T, 1\1YRTLE E., '10.
Custodian Police Dept.,
3003 McGee St.,
Kansas City. :-.10.
Rose, Charles A., '03.
City Attorney,
Security State Bank Bldg.,
Havre. Mont.
ROWELL,
JAMES
G .. 'OS,
Sales Dept., Swi ft & Co.,
Kansas City, Kas.
RUDD,
H, CHANNJNG,
'97.
Counselor in Corporate Law,
1106 Fourteenth St.,
Washington, D, C
Rush, Elmer E., '03.
Instructor Central High School,
Kansas City, Mo.
SAMUEL.
OWEN S., '03.
County Attorney.
Lyon County,
Emporia, Kas.
SANFORD.
ELIIIEH
B., '05.
Attorney, General Practice;
1001 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\1.0.
SCI-IIBSEY,
FRANK,
'01.
Attorney, General Practice;
406 New York Li fe Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SCOTT,
WIIf. J., '02.
Launderer,
200-2-4 S. Lawrence.
Wichita, Kas.
SCREECHFJELD. ,,y. A., '06.
A ttorney. General Practice;
Enright & Screechfield,
315 Portsmouth
Bldg"
Kansas City, Kas.
SEATON,
PERRY \'VILBUR, '09,
Attorney, General Practice;
718-9 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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Attorney.

l

EDWARD A., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Justice of Peace,
1319 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
SHELLEY,
\V1LLlA:iII
'vV., '02.
Attorney. General Practice;
1117 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SHELTOl\". CEO. S., '05.
Life and Accident Insurance, General
Practice;
433-4 Scarritt Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SJJ1ELD, -VVALLACE B., '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
418 Sheidley Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SH ULTZ, ALBA E., '02.
Special Salesman,
Office with Fairbanks, 1\lorse & Co.,
Wichita, Kas.
SlIIIHALL,
JAMES
S .. '08.
Attorney, General Practice;
Liberty, Mo.
SJMRALL,
E. G., '10.
Liberty, Mo.
SONGER, HERIJEIlT L., '10.
General Practice,
Jamesport, Mo.
SKINKER, ALTON H., '07.
Teacher,
1133 Cleveland Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
SMALL. CHARLES
H., '03.
Consul General,
Bogota, S. A.
SMALL,
EDWJN 'vVEED, '09.
Attorney, General Practice;
with Gage, Ladd & Small,
605 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\'10.
SMJTH.
CHESTER CUNTON, '09.
Kansas City, Mo.
ShIJTH, DAVID T., 'OJ.
Attorney, General Practice;
Kansas City, Kas.
SIIUTH,
HENRV
CALVIN, '08.
Kansas City, Mo.
SMlTH,
JAMES
E., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
Sterling, Kas.
ShIITH, HICH/IRD
]., 'Ol.
Attorney, General Practice;
704 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SMYKAL,
JOSEPH, '01.
Justice of the Peace,
Jackson, Minn.
SNOW. CLIFFORD
i\l1., '01.
Kansas City, Mo.
SOLAN, G. W., '06.
Attorney,
Clerk of Probate
Court,
Jackson County, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

SETZLER,

SOUHI.\LL.

Address
SOUTHERN.

B. c, '02.
Unknown.
ALLEN

c.,

'00.

Cit v Counselor.

C. & S. Bank Bldg.,
Independence,

1\10.

1\1., '05.
Clerk Palace Clothing Co.,
Kansas City, 1'1'10.
SPi\RI';:S, :\1. W. S., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Res .. 915 E. 29th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SPEERS, jA,\IES
R.. '01.
Attorney, General Practice;
38 Park Row.
New York. N. Y.
SPEHLI NG, LWN, ·CO.
Attorney, Real Estate and l.nsur auce ;
Dodson, 1\10.
STAGGERS.
JOH N W .. '07.
Columbian University,
Washington, D. C.
STANLEY.
A D.. '10.
Lawyer. Stanley & Stanley,
Suite 222 Wahlenmaier Bidg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
STALEY, E. H., '03.
A ttorncy, General Practice;
405 Heist Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STANTON,
JACKSON
C, '08.
A ttorney, General Practice;
403 Century Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STEELE, E\'ERETT
E., '97.
Lawyer. Examination of Abstracts;
834 Scan-itt Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\110.
STEPHENSON,
DA\'ID J., '00.
Salesman, Great Atlantic & Pacific Co.,
Kansas City, Kas.
STEPHENS, R. T., '10.
Home Telephone Co.,
Kansas City, 1VTo.
STEPHENS, HUliERT .B., 'OS.
Gas and Electric Appliances,
1,215 \Valnut St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STEVENSON,
G. E .. '10.
503 Kansas City Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\110.
STEWART, FII:ANK 'vV., '99.
Heal Estate.
with E. S. Truitt,
101 Keith & Perry Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
STILLIKGS,
GEORGE E., '00.
Supply Club,
600 New Ridge Bldg.,
Kansas City. Mo.
SPALD1NG,
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HENRY

ALBERT 'IN., '05.
General Practice, Investments;
250-1 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, l\Lo.

STOUGH,

STRADER,

\V;\/. B.. '02.
Attorney. General
Practice;
630 i\J innesota
Ave ..
Kansas City. Kas.
TROGDON, JAMES
Eo, '98.
Deputy Coroncr:
County
Court House,
Kansas City, -:\10.
TREMBLE\",

ROlJERT 11., '03.

Attorney,

General Practice;
Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
STULLKEN,
SIMON
D., '10,
U. S. Inspector,
Cher-ryvale,
Kas,
SUIIlNEll,
CHARLES
A., '99.
Secretary City Club,
403 Scarritt Arcade,
Kansas City, 1'1'10.
SUTER MEISTER,
CHARLES
0., '99.
Stone Dealer.
Kansas City, 'l\l 0,
SUTllERLA ND, JOHN S., '00.
Real Estate,
1010 Commerce Bldg"
Kansas City, fdo.
SUTTON,
WM.
B., JR" '02.
Attorney, General Practice;
310 Portsmouth Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas,
lCQ9 Scarritt

SWANSON,

GUSTAVE

ADOLPH,

ROllEHT
R., '05.
J. H. Tschudv Lumber Co"

TSCHUDY,

Kansas
TUCKER,

City, "1\10.

FORREST

'09,

\\"JLJ.I.\.\f,

Kansas City, -:\10.
'rUHNER,
DELos \\T" '01.
Valparaiso, lnd
Turner,

Frederick

E., '97.

Pres, K. C. Elevator Mfg. Co,
105-15 W. 19th
UUfANN",
LEONARD,
'03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Eppstein.
Ulmann
& Miller,
703 K. C. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ULRJCH,
FERDIN.\!\D E., '~)1.
Kansas City, i\lo.
UPDEGR.\FF,
PI,M\' K A .. '05.
Asst.
511P1. K. C. Terminal Ry. Co.;
Union Depot, Kansas City, Mo.,
4003 Locust St.
Vi\l:GHN,
CHA1,LES
\VILHYR, '09.
Kansas City Post. Kansas City, Mo.
YA\'I<A,
CHARLES.
'09.
Geneva. Neh.
V ESPER, \ V ;\I.TEI< H .. '03,
::'Ilgr.-Treas, Buick Motor Co.;
Oklahoma City. Okla.
"

s.,

'08.

Attorney. General Practice;
Kansas City, 1'1'10.
TALBOT, ]. L., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Kansas City, Mo.
TAYLOR, J. E., '10,
Met. St. Ry. Co" 15th & Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
THOMPSON,
G, E., '06.
Attorney, General Practice;
Kansas City, ]\110,
THORNE, BERT E" '07.
THORPE,
GEORGE Y., '97.
Patent Attorney,
512-15 American Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
'1 RRASITER,
GE<WGE c., '99.
Attorney, General Practice;
423-28 Pacific Blvd"
San Francisco, Cal.
THURMOND, ADDISON A., '05,
Contractor and Builder,
Pres. A. A. Thurmond Bldg, Co.,
512-13-15 Shukert Bldg"
Kansas City, Mo.
Todd, Ben E., '08.
A ttomey, General Practice;
Registrar
and Lecturer
Kansas City
School of Law,
71S-19 Commerce Bldg"
Kansas City, Mo.
TOLL, PHIL R., '08.
Chairman
Executive
C9111., Badger
Lumber Co"
Midland Bldg"
Kansas City, Mo.
TSCHUDY, JAY, '05.
J. H. Tschudy Lumber ce..
Kansas City, 1'\'10.

YETTER, GEORGE

'as.

W.,

Chief Clerk and Gen. Agt. 'Frt, Dcpt.,
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.;
905 l\lain st. Kansas tily, 1\110.
Vieregg, Charles F., '05.
Purch. Agt. Fred Harvey;
2500 E. 30th s-, Kansas City, Mo.
W"DE, J. 0.. '06.
Real Estate:
3926 Mercier
Kansas. Cily, Mo.
\VALDON, JOHN L., '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
Lee's Summit, 1\10.
.

s.,

Ward, William

Kost,

Lawver.
645 --Minn. Ave"
Bldg.
VVM.:DEN,

H£IHIA!\,

'10.

K,

,c.,

K.,

Stubbs

'99.

Attorney. General Practice.
Tacoma, Wash.
/'
WA TSON, CLEM L., '03.
Attorney. General Practice;
1325 Commerce Bldg"
Kansas City. Mo.
VVATTS.
\'\'JLLlAM
Hn.rRY LAWSON, '09.
Attor-ney. General Practice.
415 Dwight Bldg .. K'ansas City, ::'1[0.
\VAYLAND,
O. F., '02.
City Attorney:
\Vest Plains, Mo.
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Welch, Charles 0., '99.
Attorney. General Practice;
Ayres & Welch. Coffeyville, Kas.
\VE.LSU, GEORGE \VI;-':STON,
'03.
Commercial and Real Estate Law;
Pursell. Okla.
WEST.
GEORGE DALE, '10.
Credit Man Swift Co..
Chicago. Ill.
\VEsTrALL.
L.E .. '10.
4529 Wornall Road:
Kansas City, 1\10.
WESTPHAL,
HERIIlAN
L., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
l\lordt & Westphal,
Antlcrs. Okla.
\'\THALEY,
NATHANIEL
C, '03,
Attorney, General Practice;
Whaley & Puckett. Poplar Bluff. Mo.
\,yHERRY.
ELf H .. '03.
Claim Agt. M.. K. & T. Ry.
Kansas City, 1\To., 80S Walnut St.
\VBITE.

ALi\IA

\VILI,I.\!IJS,

ISAAC

JR.,

'01.

Gen. Counsel Call Automatic Switch
Co.;
716 Scarritt Bldg .. Kansas City, Mo.
'WHITE,

JOHN

D .. '02.

Attorney, General Practice;
Independence. 1\110.
""VHITE,
LOREN
F .. '08.
Attorney, General Practice:
336-39 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City. Mo.
\VHITE,
NEALLY
]., '09.
Lawyer,
511-12 Scar ritt Bldg ..
Kansas City, Mo.
'WHITE,
\VM.
F.,
'99.
Attorney.
10-12 Columbia Bldg.,
Kansas City, ),,10.
\,VllITEL.-\W,
WM. N., '00.
Seattle, Wash.
VVICKHAIlI.
HARRY
W., '98.
Attorney, General Practice;
with Thayer & Moore Brokerage
lOS W. 8th St..
Kansas City, Mo.
VVILIlUR, FR.o\NK \V., 'Ot.
Insurance,
400-1-2 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
W1LCOX,
CLYDE,
'05.
Attorney, General Practice;
Wi lcox & Kennedy,
1001 Scan-itt Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
WILLIAMS,
JAMES c., '9S.
Attorney, General Practice:
Williams & Hunter.
914 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\110.

rr arvey,

General Practice and Real Estate,
SGS Kansas Ave.,
Topeka. Kas.
\VIN.-\l\TS,
F. 1., '06.
Doctor.
Cortland, N. Y.
\VINF\{EY. NAPOLEO:-I
8 .. '03.
Physician.
509 Junction Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\10.
""VING, GEORGE: L, 'OJ.
Attorney, General Practice;
Banning, Cal.
VV!NGEI~. 1\1. H .. '01.
Attorney. General Practice;
1215 Gloyd Bldg.,
Kansas City, :\110,
\VINSHIP,
\\T. L., '00.
City Attorney.
City Hall,
Kansas Citv. Kas.

R., '0'1.

N.,

'03.

Wilson, A. P. Tone, Jr., '98.

Deputy Circuit Clerk;
Independence, 1\[0.
\VnJTE.

J.,

l\IARsHALL

Ass't Buyer, careF'rcd
Kansas City, :\10.

VVrrI-IERSPOON,

"PRANK,

JR.,

'06.

Live Stock Commission,
104-5 Li ve Stock Exchange,
Kansas City, rVlo.
WISE,
T. JEFFEI<SON, '10.
Lawver.
903 R. A. Long Bldg..
Kansas City, ),10.
WIX.
CHAS.
F., 'OS.
With Carroll & Davidson Undertaking
Co.;
Kansas City, 110.
Woon, CHAS. K., '07.
Ass't Mgr. City Ice & Storage Co.,
21st and Campbell Sts.,
Kansas City, 110.
"VOESTE~IEYER,

BERNHART

\,y.

Attorney,
Bethel, Ka s.
WOODSON.

A YTCH

P ..

'06.

General Practice;
934 New York Li fe Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
WRIGHT, w«. A., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
312 Iowa Bldg.,
Muskogee, Okla.
\VYSE.
JOHK
M.. '02.
Address Unknown.
YALE.
K. C, '10.
315 Dwight Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
YOEi\fAN, FRANK, '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
43 Water Works Bldg.,
Kansas City, :'10.
Attorney,

Co.,

YODE\{,

VV:M. B., JR., '01.

Attorney, General Practice;
1207 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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DECEASED.
T., '05.
RA Y MONO, '98.
JRUS. ]ESSE, '03.
KENNEDY,
PHILIP
H., '98.
KLINGLER,
GEORGE ]., '9J.
DUNN.

"\TIlL

GAR\'ER.

1\IANK.

ANDREW

POi),IERNE,
PO\\iFLL.

\'VILSON,

l\JELVIN,
EnGAI{

P.,

'00.

'01.
'01.

"\VlllFFEN,

HAMLET

'98.
H., '98.

WHIFFEN,

ILufLET

H., 'U3.

SHORT, BURTON LINDEN,

R" '07.
Woon, SlDNEY B., '00.
YOUNG. Mrss HATTIE

\'VOOD, IRA

PURSLEY.
PEAK,

MARSHALL

GEO.

POWELL,

R., '01.

EDGAR P.,
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Z.,

1\.,

'01.

'97.
'97.

THE

--

_

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF LAW
AND THE CLASS OF 1911
SETS a NEW STANDARD

of EXCELLENCE

1ii\KT ISSOURI has a reputation for giving
Jl V 11 severe and searching examinations for
admission to the bar. . Thirty men from this
school stood the recent examinations and the
entire thirty were admitted to the bar. . This
is a record never before made by a Western
school.
The Kansas City School of Law is
the first school to make a 100 per cent record
at the State examination.

I
,

